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Key Developments at a Glance 
The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) has published reports assessing the 
implementation of the Committee's frameworks for global and domestic systemically important banks, 
G-SIBs and D-SIBs, respectively. In particular, the Committee evaluated the G-SIB and D-SIB 
frameworks in China, Japan, Switzerland, the European Union, and the United States and assessed these 
jurisdictions against the Basel framework. 

The BCBS issued a statement on capital arbitrage transactions “Banks should not engage in transactions 
that aim to offset regulatory adjustments. Any such transactions will be subject to careful supervisory 
scrutiny in the evaluation of risk transfer and the assessment of capital adequacy.” 

KEY DEVELOPMENTS PER REGION 

> EUROPE: Following an update by the Basel Committee of Pillar 3 requirements in January 2015, the 
European Banking Authority (EBA) launched a consultation on a set of updated Pillar 3 regulatory 
disclosure guidelines for Global and Other Systematically Important Institutions in the European Union 
(EU). Separately, the EBA sent a letter to the European Commission (EC) highlighting possible 
discrepancies between Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) requirements and LCR reporting templates, and 
suggesting a possible 6 month or greater delay in LCR reporting. 

The Council of the European Union published its conclusions on a roadmap to complete the banking 
union. Among other items, it called for a legislative proposal to harmonize insolvency law in the context 
of the Capital Markets Union (CMU). 

The Swiss Financial Markets Supervisory Authority (FINMA) opened a consultation on its “Credit risks – 
banks” circular. The IMF published separate Article IV Consultation on Denmark and Germany. 

> AMERICAS: The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued an Accounting Standards 
Update, commonly known as CECL (Current Expected Credit Loss), mandating timelier recording of 
credit losses on loans and other financial instruments held by financial institutions and other 
organizations. The United State Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) issued its sixth annual 
report. 

The U.S. Treasury’s Office of Financial Research (OFR) and other U.S. Agencies hold a “Financial Entity 
Identification and Information Integration Challenge,” aimed at linking existing company identifiers to 
Legal Entity Identifiers (LEIs). Separately, the head of the OFR recently spoke on “The Interplay between 
Financial Regulations, Resilience, and Growth.”  

 > ASIA PACIFIC:  The Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) published several updates and responses 
to its recent Supervisory Policy Manual consultation on both 1) its revised module LM-1 “Regulatory 
Framework for Supervision of Liquidity Risk.” and 2) its revised module LM-2 “Sound Systems and 
Controls for Liquidity Risk Management.”  
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International 

Key Developments 

Guidance on Cyber 
Resilience for 
Financial Market 
Infrastructures 

- CPMI 

June 29, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Guideline 

The Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures (CPMI) and the International Organization of Securities 
Commissions (IOSCO) have published the guidance on cyber resilience for financial market infrastructures (FMIs), 
also called the Cyber Guidance. This builds on an earlier version of the report that underwent a three-month 
public consultation. 

The Cyber Guidance aims to add momentum to and instill international consistency in the industry's ongoing 
efforts to enhance its cyber resilience. This includes the ability of FMIs to pre-empt cyber-attacks, respond rapidly 
and effectively to them, and achieve faster and safer target recovery objectives if the attacks succeed. In addition, 
the Cyber Guidance provides authorities with a set of internationally agreed guidelines to support consistent and 
effective oversight and supervision of FMIs in the area of cyber risk. The safe and efficient operation of FMIs is 
essential to maintaining and promoting financial stability and economic growth. 

At its core, the Cyber Guidance requires FMIs to instill a culture of cyber risk awareness and to demonstrate 
ongoing re-evaluation and improvement of their cyber resilience posture at every level within the organization. 
Furthermore, while the guidance is directly aimed at FMIs, it is important for them to take on an active role in 
reaching out to their participants and other relevant stakeholders to promote understanding and support of 
resilience objectives and their implementation. Effective solutions may require collaboration between FMIs and 
their stakeholders as they seek to strengthen their own cyber resilience. 

The Cyber Guidance does not establish additional standards for FMIs beyond those already set out in the 
Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures (PFMIs). Instead, the document is intended to be supplemental to 
the PFMI, primarily in the context of governance (Principle 2), the framework for the comprehensive management 
of risks (Principle 3), settlement finality (Principle 8), operational risk (Principle 17), and FMI links (Principle 20). 

Links: Press Release, Guideline 
Keywords: Cyber Guidance, FMI 

Implementation 
Monitoring of 
Principles for 
Financial Market 
Infrastructures: 
Third update to 
Level 1 assessment 
report 

- CPMI/IOSCO 

June 28, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Report 

CPMI and IOSCO published the third update to the Level 1 assessments of the implementation monitoring of the 
PFMI.  

This report provides jurisdictions updated self-assessments of their progress toward adopting the legislation, 
regulations, and other policies that will enable them to implement 24 Principles for FMIs and four of the five 
Responsibilities for authorities included in the PFMI. The report shows that good progress continues to be made 
by the 28 participating jurisdictions since the previous update in June 2015.  

CPMI and IOSCO continue to closely monitor the implementation of the PFMIs. The PFMI are international 
standards for payment, clearing and settlement systems, and trade repositories. They are designed to ensure that 
the infrastructure supporting global financial markets is robust and well-placed to withstand financial shocks. The 
next update of the Level 1 assessment will be conducted in 2017. 

Links: Third Update to Level 1 Assessment Report, PFMIs, June 2015 (Second) Update 
Keywords: CCP, PFMI Level 1, Trade Repository  

http://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d146.htm
http://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d146.pdf
http://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d145.htm
http://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d101.htm
http://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d129.htm
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Annual Report for 
2015–16 

- BIS 

June 26, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Report 

The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) published its 86th annual report for 2015–16. The report highlights 
that the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) has committed to finalize its post-crisis reforms by the 
end of 2016, with the phase-in extending to 2019. Other regulatory measures, such as new or enhanced 
resolution regimes, will be implemented in parallel.  

Following the January 2016 decision on calibration of the minimum leverage ratio and the subsequent publication 
of the Basel Committee’s new market risk standard, the post-crisis bank regulatory framework is now almost 
complete. Work on certain items is ongoing, notably on the new standardized approaches for credit and 
operational risk as well as on risk-weight floors and the treatment of sovereign exposures. However, the main 
calibration decisions are due by year-end. 

As part of the enhanced risk-weighted capital requirements, banks now have to comply with a minimum ratio of 
4.5% common equity tier 1 (CET1) capital to risk-weighted assets (RWAs) and a 6% tier 1 capital ratio 
(comprising a broader capital definition). They also have to maintain an additional CET1 capital conservation 
buffer (CCB) of 2.5%. The new framework sets significantly higher loss absorption requirements and puts greater 
emphasis on capital quality, while broadening the coverage of bank risks. The risk-weighted capital requirements 
are complemented with a number of additional requirements, including: 

» The new minimum leverage ratio requirement that backstops the existing risk-weighted capital requirements 
with a simple, non-risk-based measure 

» Capital surcharges for systemic risk (for example, the countercyclical capital buffer (CCyB) and additional 
requirements for global systemically important banks (G-SIBs) 

» Standards for short-term funding and maturity transformation risk—Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) and Net 
Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR).  

Complementary measures to these core elements comprise improved resolution regimes that support authorities 
in dealing with failing financial institutions, including via a requirement for G-SIBs to have greater total loss-
absorbing capacity (TLAC) in resolution. While the full phase-in of these requirements will take several years, 
many banks have already completed most of the adjustment. Consequently, capital levels have increased and 
reliance on wholesale funding has declined. Importantly, raising capital has been achieved without much sign of 
an adverse shorter-term impact on bank lending to the real economy. That is, any short-term impact of the new 
regulations was either small to begin with, or has been mitigated by offsetting macroeconomic policies. 

A key policy question is whether these higher target capitalization levels are likely to be beneficial from a 
macroeconomic perspective. The Basel Committee’s long-term economic impact assessment provides a suitable 
framework to formulate an answer. On this basis, analyzing the effects of higher bank capital levels comprises 
three main elements: 

» An estimate of the increase in capital associated with the new minimum requirements (the implied "capital 
shortfall") 

» The benefits from higher capital in the form of lower (expected) crisis costs 

» The possible output loss from any increase in lending spreads that might result from the same increase in 
bank capital 

The resulting range of estimates suggests that there is ample room for the Basel Committee to make its final 
calibration decisions. The net economic benefits of higher capital requirements are exhausted only after a 
substantial increase from the baseline level of 7% for the CET1/RWA ratio. Within that range, more stringent 
regulatory standards are growth-friendly, in particular if phased in gradually. 

Links: Annual Report, Chapter VI: The Financial Sector  
Keywords: Annual Report 

http://www.bis.org/publ/arpdf/ar2016e.htm
http://www.bis.org/publ/arpdf/ar2016e6.htm
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Proposed Policy 
Recommendations 
to Address 
Structural 
Vulnerabilities from 
Asset Management 
Activities  

- FSB 

June 22, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Guideline 

The Financial Stability Board (FSB) proposed recommendations to address structural vulnerabilities from asset 
management activities.  

The 14 policy recommendations proposed in this document are designed to provide authorities and asset 
management entities with the tools and data to effectively detect and address the identified risks. The FSB 
intends to finalize the policy recommendations by the end of 2016, some of which will be operationalized by 
IOSCO. These recommendations seek to address four financial stability risks:  

» Liquidity mismatch between fund investments and redemption terms and conditions for fund units 

» Leverage within investment funds 

» Operational risk and challenges in transferring investment mandates in stressed conditions 

» Securities lending activities of asset managers and funds 

Among the four structural vulnerabilities, issues associated with liquidity mismatch and leverage are considered 
key vulnerabilities. The recommendations for liquidity mismatch focus on open-ended funds (public and private, 
including exchange-traded funds but excluding money market funds). Those for leverage apply to all types of 
funds that may use leverage (that may arise through borrowings or through the use of derivatives). Meanwhile, 
recommendations for operational risk focus on asset managers that are large, complex, and/or provide critical 
services. The recommendations for securities lending activities focus on asset managers’ agent lender activities 
(lending of securities of which an entity is not the beneficial owner), in particular their provision of indemnities to 
clients. 

Comments on this document should be submitted by September 21, 2016. 

Links: Press Release, Consultation on Proposed Policy Recommendations 
Keywords: Asset Management, Data Gaps, Priorities 

Priorities Regarding 
Data Gaps in the 
Asset Management 
Industry 

- IOSCO 

June 22, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Statement 

IOSCO issued a public statement outlining its priorities regarding data gaps in the asset management industry.  

IOSCO believes that more needs to be done to enhance the data collected in this sector and is analyzing which 
data needs should be prioritized. To this end, IOSCO has identified a series of recommendations that will 
constitute its roadmap in this area. A key priority is to encourage IOSCO members to collect data with a view to 
better identify systemic risk. Furthermore, FSB published for public consultation its policy recommendations to 
address structural vulnerabilities from asset management activities, asking IOSCO to take forward the 
international work arising from many of these recommendations. 

Links: Media Release, Priorities and Recommendations 
Keywords: Asset Management, Data Gaps, Priorities  

Assessment of the 
Basel Committee 
Frameworks for 
Global and Domestic 
Systemically 
Important Banks 

- Basel Committee 

June 16, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Report 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision published reports assessing the implementation of its frameworks 
for global and domestic systemically important banks (G-SIBs and D-SIBs). The Basel Committee evaluated G-SIB 
and D-SIB frameworks in the five jurisdictions where G-SIBs are currently based: China, the EU, Japan, 
Switzerland, and the U.S. The key highlights of the assessment follow: 

» G-SIB framework. The overall outcome of this assessment is positive, as the implementation of Basel G-SIB 
framework is found to be "compliant" in all five jurisdictions. This is the highest of the four possible 
assessment grades. 

» D-SIB framework. Overall, where detailed D-SIB frameworks have been implemented, those frameworks are 
found to be broadly aligned with the Basel Committee's D-SIB principles, although there is some variation 
across these jurisdictions in the additional requirements and policy measures applied to D-SIBs. Consistent 
with the principles-based nature of the Committee's D-SIB framework, the reports outline the D-SIB 
frameworks implemented in China, the EU, Japan, Switzerland and the U.S. The reports do not include a 
graded assessment of the implementation of the D-SIB principles.  

This is the first assessment to be conducted on a cross-jurisdictional basis, with these five jurisdictions being 
simultaneously assessed against the Basel framework. These reports form part of a series of publications on the 
Basel Committee members' implementation of Basel standards under the Committee's Regulatory Consistency 
Assessment Program (RCAP). The RCAP assesses the consistency and completeness of a jurisdiction's adopted 
standards and the significance of any deviations from the Basel framework. The RCAP does not take account of a 
jurisdiction's bank supervision practices, nor does it evaluate the adequacy of regulatory capital for individual 
banks or a banking system as a whole. 

Links: Press Release, Assessment Methodology  
Keywords: D-SIB, G-SIB, RCAP 

http://www.fsb.org/2016/06/proposed-policy-recommendations-to-address-structural-vulnerabilities-from-asset-management-activities/
http://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/FSB-Asset-Management-Consultative-Document.pdf
http://www.iosco.org/news/pdf/IOSCONEWS431.pdf
https://www.iosco.org/library/pubdocs/pdf/IOSCOPD533.pdf
http://www.bis.org/press/p160616.htm
http://www.bis.org/bcbs/implementation/l2.htm
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Banks' Exposure to 
Interest Rate Risk 
and Transmission of 
Monetary Policy 

- ESRB 

June 09, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Research 

The European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB) published a working paper discussing the cash-flow exposure of banks 
to interest rate risk (IRR), or income gap, which affects the transmission of monetary policy shocks to bank 
lending and real activity.  

The authors show that the sensitivity of bank profits to interest rates increases significantly with measured 
income gap, even when banks use interest rate derivatives. They then state that in the cross-section of banks, 
income gap predicts the sensitivity of bank lending to interest rates. The effect of income gap is larger or similar 
in magnitudes to that of previously identified factors, such as leverage, bank size, or even asset liquidity. To 
alleviate the concern that this result is driven by the endogenous matching of banks and firms, the authors use 
loan-level data and compare the supply of credit to the same firm by banks with different income gap. This 
analysis allows the tracing of the impact of banks’ income gap on firm borrowing capacity, investment, and 
employment, which we find to be significant.  

For this analysis, the authors use the quarterly consolidated financial statements for bank holding companies 
(BHC), Form FR Y-9C). All U.S. BHCs with consolidated assets of USD 500 million or more file these reports with 
the FED. The authors restrict their analysis to BHCs with more than $1 billion of assets (in 2010 dollars) and the 
data covers the period going from 1986:1 to 2013:4.  

The use of more granular loan-level data allowed banks to connect to individual borrowers. They used the 
Dealscan database, which contains publicly available information on over 100,000 corporate loans booked since 
1987 as the source used. It contains detailed transaction-level information on the size, maturity, and terms (fees, 
rates) of individual loan deals, along with the identity of borrowers and lenders.  

Link: Working Paper  
Keywords: Bank Lending, IRR, Monetary Policy 

A New Cross-
Country Database 
on Changes in 
Prudential Policy 
Instruments 

- IMF 

June 08, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Research 

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) published a paper documenting the features of a new database that 
focuses on changes in the intensity in the usage of several widely used prudential tools, taking into account both 
macro-prudential and micro-prudential objectives.  

The database spans 64 countries, with quarterly data from the first quarter of 2000 to the fourth quarter of 2014. 
The five types of prudential instruments covered in the database are capital buffers, interbank exposure limits, 
concentration limits, loan to value (LTV) ratio limits, and reserve requirements. The data on prudential 
instruments used in the paper are available on IBRN website and is password-protected. This paper is a part of the 
2015 International Banking Research Network (IBRN) initiative on the domestic effects and international 
spillovers of prudential instruments.  

The tools constructed in the database include  

» Capital buffers divided into four sub-indices—general capital requirements, real-estate-credit-specific capital 
buffers, consumer-credit-specific capital buffers, and other specific capital buffers 

» Reserve requirements divided into two sub-indices—domestic currency capital requirements and foreign 
currency capital requirements 

While general capital requirements have the most changes from the cross-country perspective, LTV ratio limits 
and reserve requirements have the largest number of tightening and loosening episodes. The authors also analyze 
the instruments’ usage in relation to the evolution of key variables such as credit, policy rates, and house prices; 
the analysis found substantial differences in the patterns of loosening or tightening of instruments in relation to 
business and financial cycles.  

Links: Working Paper, IBRN Overview 
Keywords: IBRN, Prudential Policy  

http://www.esrb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/wp/esrbwp13.en.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2016/wp16110.pdf
https://www.newyorkfed.org/IBRN/index.html
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Islamic Foreign 
Exchange Forward 
Standards 

- IIFM 

June 06, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Statement 

The International Islamic Financial Market (IIFM) and the International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc. 
(ISDA) published two new standards for Islamic forward foreign exchange products, for use in Islamic hedging 
transactions.  

The ISDA/IIFM Wiqayah Min Taqallub As'aar Assarf (the Islamic Foreign Exchange, or IFX, Forward) is part of an 
ongoing initiative by the two associations to provide the Islamic finance industry with documentation and 
product standards to mitigate risk arising from currency and rate-of-return mismatches. This Forward is intended 
to help minimize the exposure of Islamic financial institutions to foreign exchange volatility. The standards can be 
used to mitigate currency risk associated with capital markets instruments, as well as trade finance and corporate 
banking activities.  

The IFX Forward falls under the ISDA/IIFM Tahawwut (hedging) Master Agreement, a framework document that 
contains general terms and conditions, along with early termination and close-out netting provisions between 
transacting parties. The two versions of the IFX Forward standard confirmations have been published: 

» Single Wa’ad Structure, where only one party is the buyer who grants the Wa’ad in favor of the other party. 

» Two Wa’ad Structure, where each party grants a unilateral Wa’ad in favor of the other party, and a party’s 
right to exercise the other party’s Wa’ad is subject to an exercise condition being satisfied on the exercise 
date. Each Wa’ad carries a different trigger condition and therefore does not constitute a contract. 

Links: News Release, IFX Standards 
Keywords: Foreign Exchange, Islamic Banking, IFX 

Basel Committee 
Newsletter No 18: 
Statement on 
Capital Arbitrage 
Transactions 

- Basel Committee 

June 02, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Statement 

The Basel Committee published a statement on capital arbitrage transactions. The Committee specifies that 
banks should not engage in transactions with the aim of offsetting regulatory adjustments. Any such transactions 
will be subject to careful supervisory scrutiny in the evaluation of risk transfer and the assessment of capital 
adequacy.  

Since the publication of Basel III in 2010, the Basel Committee members have received numerous requests to 
review or approve transactions that seek to alter the form or substance of items subject to regulatory 
adjustments, which are outlined in paragraphs 66 to 90 of the Basel III standard. These include, for example, 
proposals for structured transactions that result in deferred tax assets being reclassified as a way of seeking to 
avoid their deduction from the calculation of regulatory capital. Transactions that are designed to offset 
regulatory adjustments employ a variety of strategies. These may include: 

» The issuance of senior or subordinated securities with or without contingent write-off mechanisms 

» Sales contracts that transfer insufficient risk to be deemed sales for accounting purposes 

» Fully collateralized derivative contracts 

» Guarantees or insurance policies 

These types of transactions pose a number of risks. They can be complex, artificial, and opaque. They can include 
legal risk and be untested in their ability to fully address the underlying rationale for the regulatory adjustment. 
Additionally, such transactions can have the effect of overestimating eligible capital or reducing capital 
requirements, without commensurately reducing the risk in the financial system, thus undermining the 
calibration of minimum regulatory capital requirements. 

Links: Statement, Revised Basel III Capital Rules 
Keywords: Basel III, Capital Arbitrage Transactions  

http://www.iifm.net/news-updates/iifm-and-isda-1
http://www.iifm.net/published-standards
http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs_nl18.htm
http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs189.htm
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The Current Issue of 
International Journal 
of Central Banking  

- BIS 

June 01, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Research 

The June 2016 issue of the International Journal of Central Banking (IJCB) has been published and it contains 9 
articles, of which the following articles are of special interest: 

» “Supranational Supervision: How Much and For Whom?“ by Thorsten Beck and Wolf Wagner  

» “The Effects of Liquidity Regulation on Bank Assets and Liabilities” by Patty Duijm and Peter Wierts 

IJCB, which is an initiative of the central banking community, is published quarterly. The journal features articles 
on central bank theory and practice, with an emphasis on research relating to monetary and financial stability and 
its key objectives are to: 

» Disseminate widely the best policy-relevant and applied research that reflects the missions of central banks 
worldwide across a range of disciplines 

» Promote communication among researchers both inside and outside of central banks 

Links: IIJCB June 2016 Issue, Supranational Supervision: How Much and for Whom?, The Effects of Liquidity Regulation on Bank 
Assets and Liabilities   
Keywords: IJCB, Liquidity Regulation, Supranational Supervision 

Working Paper on 
Collateral Trap 

- BIS 

June 01, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Research 

The BIS published a working paper that studies the fragility of interbank markets.  

The paper highlights that active wholesale financial markets help re-allocate deposits across heterogeneous 
banks. Due to incentive problems, these flows are constrained and collateral is needed. Both the volume, the 
value, and the composition of collateral matter. The authors make a distinction between “outside collateral" and 
“inside collateral". The use of inside assets, such as loans, creates a “collateral pyramid," in that, cash flows from 
one loan can be pledged to secure another. Through collateral pyramids, the financial sector creates safe assets, 
but at the cost of exposing the economy to systemic panics. Outside collateral such as treasuries, serves as the 
foundation and stabilizes the pyramid. There is a threshold for the volume of treasuries—below which investors 
panic, the pyramid collapses, and there are not enough safe assets to support wholesale market activity—a 
situation that the authors call the “collateral trap." 

The authors of this paper find that asset portfolio restrictions are costly in terms of welfare; such restrictions may 
eliminate the fragility of these markets but they do so by supporting a unique equilibrium with low interbank 
flows. This model also suggests that conditional capital injections, a central bank deposit facility, and collateral 
swaps contribute to the stability of the financial sector. 

Link: Working Paper 
Keywords: Collateral, Collateral Trap 

 

  

http://www.bis.org/ijcb.htm
http://www.ijcb.org/journal/ijcb16q2a5.pdf
http://www.ijcb.org/journal/ijcb16q2a9.pdf
http://www.ijcb.org/journal/ijcb16q2a9.pdf
http://www.bis.org/publ/work565.pdf
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Europe 

European Union 

Key Developments 

Regulatory Technical 
Standards on the 
Presentation, 
Content, Review and 
Revision of Key 
Information 
Documents and the 
Conditions for 
Fulfilling the 
Requirement to 
Provide Such 
Documents 

- EC 

June 30, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The European Commission (EC) published the regulation on Key Information Documents (KIDs) for Packaged 
Retail And Insurance-Based Investment Products (PRIIPs) with Regulatory Technical Standards (RTS) on the 
presentation, content, review, and revision of KIDS, and the conditions for fulfilling the requirement to provide 
such documents. 

Regulation (EU) No 1286/2014 (PRIIPs Regulation) requires manufacturers of PRIIPs to prepare KIDs for these 
products before they are made available to retail investors, and those selling or advising on these products to 
provide the KIDs to retail investors before they buy those products. The European Supervisory Authorities (ESAs) 
have been required to develop RTS on the presentation and the content of the KID, including methodologies for 
the calculation and presentation of risks, rewards, and costs within the document, under Article 8(5) of the 
PRIIPs Regulation. They have also been required to develop RTS on the review, revision, and publication of the 
KID, under Article 10(2) of the PRIIPs Regulation, and on the conditions for fulfilling the requirement to provide 
the KID in good time to the retail investor, under Article 13(5) of the PRIIPs Regulation. 

The technical standards (Articles 1 to 8) address different sections of the KID and the underlying methodologies 
necessary for obtaining and calculating information to be included the KID. The technical standards do the 
following: 

» Require the use of a mandatory template, including mandatory texts (Article 9) 

» Set out specific requirements for the content of the KID for PRIIPs offering a range of options for 
investments (Articles 10 to 14)  

» Set out requirements on the PRIIP manufacturer for the review and revision of the KID (Articles 15 and 16) 

» Set out obligations for the person selling or advising on the PRIIP (Article 17) 

Templates and instructions to be used have been provided in the Annex. 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: [EU OJ Date+20 Days] 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Links: Regulation, Annex 
Keywords: KID, PRIIP, Regulatory Reporting 

http://ec.europa.eu/finance/finservices-retail/docs/investment_products/20160630-delegated_regulation_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/finance/finservices-retail/docs/investment_products/20160630-delegated_regulation-annex_en.pdf
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Regulation 
2016/1033 Amending 
Regulation 600/2014 
on Markets in 
Financial 
Instruments, 
Regulation 596/2014 
on Market Abuse, 
and Regulation 
909/2014 on 
Improving Securities 
Settlement in the 
European Union and 
on Central Securities 
Depositories; 
Directive 2016/1034 
Amending Directive 
2014/65/EU on 
Markets in Financial 
Instruments 

- EC 

June 30, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The European Commission (EC) published Regulation 2016/1033 amending Regulation 600/2014 on markets in 
financial instruments (MiFIR), Regulation 596/2014 on market abuse regulation (MAR), and Regulation 909/2014 
on improving securities settlement in the European Union and on central securities depositories (CSDR). It also 
published Directive 2016/1034 amending Directive 2014/65/EU on markets in financial instruments (MiFID II). 

MiFIR and MiFID II (Directive 2014/65/EU) form “the new legal framework” and are major financial legislative 
acts adopted in the wake of the financial crisis with regard to securities markets, investment intermediaries, and 
trading venues. The new legal framework governs the requirements applicable to investment firms, regulated 
markets, data reporting services providers, and third country firms providing investment services or activities in 
the Union. It harmonizes the position limits regime for commodity derivatives to improve transparency, to 
support orderly pricing, and to prevent market abuse. It also introduces rules on high-frequency algorithmic 
trading and improves the oversight of financial markets by harmonizing administrative sanctions. Building on the 
rules already in place, the new legal framework also strengthens the protection of investors by introducing 
robust organizational and conduct requirements. The new rules are to apply from January 03, 2017. 

The new legal framework requires trading venues and systematic “internalizers” to provide competent 
authorities with financial instrument reference data that describe in a uniform manner the characteristics of 
every financial instrument that is subject to MiFID II. Those data are also used for other purposes; for instance, 
for the calculation of transparency and liquidity thresholds as well as for the reporting of positions in commodity 
derivatives. 

To collect data in an efficient and harmonized manner, a new data collection infrastructure, the Financial 
Instruments Reference Data System (FIRDS), is being developed by the European Securities and Markets 
Authority (ESMA) in conjunction with the national competent authorities (NCAs). FIRDS will cover a wide range 
of financial instruments brought into the scope of MiFIR and it will link data feeds between ESMA, national 
competent authorities, and trading venues across the Union. The vast majority of the new IT systems 
underpinning FIRDS will need to be built from scratch, based on new parameters. 

Given the complexity of the new legal framework and the need for a very high number of delegated and 
implementing acts, the date of applicability of MiFIR was deferred by 30 months from the date of entry into 
force. Despite this unusually long period, stakeholders such as trading platforms, national competent authorities, 
and ESMA are not in a position to ensure that the necessary data collection infrastructure will be in place and will 
become operational by January 03, 2017. The implementation process for the data collection infrastructure 
involves formulating business requirements, specifications, development, testing, and deployment. ESMA 
estimates that those steps will be completed by January 2018, provided that there is a legal certainty on the final 
requirements under the relevant RTS by June 2016. 

The regulation states that in light of the exceptional circumstances and to enable ESMA, NCAs, and stakeholders 
to complete the operational implementation, it is appropriate to defer the date of application of MiFIR by 12 
months until January 03, 2018. Reports and reviews should be deferred accordingly. MAR establishes 
requirements regarding the collection of financial instrument reference data that are collected via FIRDS. MAR 
applies from July 03, 2016. However, FIRDS will not be fully operational before January 2018. It is therefore 
appropriate to defer the date of application of Article 4(2)-(3) of MAR until January 2018. 

The settlement of securities transactions is closely linked to securities trading.  

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: January 03, 2018 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Links: Regulation 2016/1033, Directive 2016/1034 
Keywords: CSDR, MAR, MiFIR, MiFID II 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016R1033&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016L1034&from=EN
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Guidelines on 
Disclosure 
Requirements for the 
European Union 
Banking Sector 

- EBA 

June 29, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Guideline 

The EBA launched a consultation on a set of guidelines on regulatory disclosure requirements, following an 
update of the Pillar 3 requirements by the Basel Committee in January 2015.  

These guidelines are part of the EBA's work to improve and enhance the consistency and comparability of 
institutions' disclosures and aim to ensure market discipline. The revised Pillar 3 framework, which applies as of 
December 31, 2016, provides for common format and harmonized frequencies for the disclosure of existing 
requirements as well as adds certain new requirements. The incorporation of the revised Pillar 3 into the Capital 
Requirements Regulation (CRR) requires an update of the disclosure requirements laid down in the CRR, which 
will only take place as part of a comprehensive review process of the regulation. In the meantime, EU banks will 
face market pressure to provide disclosures in line with the revised Pillar 3, when it becomes applicable. 

The aim of these guidelines is, therefore, to provide guidance to institutions to enable them to comply with the 
CRR provisions while implementing the revised Basel Pillar 3 requirements. The guidelines apply to Global and 
Other Systemically Important Institutions (G-SII and O-SII) and do not waive the requirements for these and 
other institutions to comply with the other CRR disclosure requirements for which the guidelines offer no 
guidance. The guidelines will apply for the year-end 2017 disclosures. However, G-SII are recommended to 
implement a limited subset of disclosures relating to risk-weighted assets (RWA) and capital requirements as 
soon as year-end 2016, to provide users with information suitable for comparison with international peers. 

Links: Press Release 
Keywords: Basel III, CRR, Pillar 3 

Regulation on Indices 
Used as Benchmarks 
in Financial 
Instruments and 
Financial Contracts 
or to Measure the 
Performance of 
Investment Funds  

 - EC 

June 29, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The EC issued regulation (2016/1011) on indices used as benchmarks in financial instruments and financial 
contracts or to measure the performance of investment funds and amending Directives 2008/48/EC and 
2014/17/EU (MCD) and Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 (MAR) 

This regulation introduces a common framework to ensure the accuracy and integrity of indices used as 
benchmarks in financial instruments and financial contracts, or to measure the performance of investment funds 
in the Union. This regulation thereby contributes to the proper functioning of the internal market while achieving 
a high level of consumer and investor protection. Annex 1 provides interest rate benchmarks while annex 2 
contains commodity benchmarks. 

This regulation shall apply from January 01, 2018. Notwithstanding the earlier statement, Articles 3(2), 5(5), 
11(5), 13(3), 15(6), 16(5), Article 20 (excluding point (b) of paragraph (6)), Articles 21 and 23, Articles 25(8), 
25(9), 26(5), 27(3), 30(5), 32(9), 33(7), 34(8), Article 46, and Articles 47(3) and 51(6) shall apply from June 30, 
2016. Article 56 shall apply from July 03 2016. 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: June 30, 2016 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Link: Regulation 2016/1011  
Keywords: Benchmark Indices, MAR, MCD 

Updates to Single 
Rulebook Q&A: 
Published as Final 
Q&A in June 2016  

- EBA 

June 24, 2016 

Type of Information: Q&A 

The updates for this month include 20 answers dated June 24, 2016; 10 answers dated June 10, 2016; and 15 
answers dated June 03, 2016. 

The overall objective of the Questions and Answers (Q&A) tool is to ensure consistent and effective application 
of the new regulatory framework across the Single Market. Institutions, supervisors, and other stakeholders can 
use the Single Rulebook Q&A tool for submitting questions on Capital Requirements Directive (CRD) IV, Capital 
Requirements Regulation (CRR), and the related technical standards developed by the EBA and adopted by the 
EC. 

Link: Q&A 
Keywords: CRD IV, CRR, Single Rulebook 

http://www.eba.europa.eu/-/eba-launches-consultation-on-guidelines-on-disclosure-requirements-for-the-eu-banking-sector
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016R1011&from=EN
http://www.eba.europa.eu/single-rule-book-qa
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Regulation 

- EC 

June 24, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The EC published two Commission Delegated Regulations (CDRs) supplementing Markets in Financial 
Instruments Regulation (MiFIR or Regulation (EU) No 600/2014) on regulatory technical standards (RTS): 

» On clearing access in respect of trading venues and central counterparties (CCPs), along with an annex  

» For the maintenance of relevant data relating to orders in financial instruments, along with an annex 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: [OJ Date + 20 days] 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Links: RTS on Clearing Access, Annex: RTS on Clearing Access  
Keywords: Level 2 Measures, MFIR, RTS 

http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/3/2016/EN/3-2016-3807-EN-F1-1.PDF
http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/3/2016/EN/3-2016-3807-EN-F1-1-ANNEX-1.PDF
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Central Banks 

- ECB 

June 21, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Speech 

Vítor Constâncio, Vice President of the European Central Bank (ECB) gave an introductory speech at the fifth 
ECB conference on accounting, financial reporting, and corporate governance for central banks 

He highlighted that 2015 was the first full operational year of the Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM). One of 
the first items on the SSM’s task list was to follow up on the results of the 2014 comprehensive assessment. The 
comprehensive assessment helped ECB to identify problems on the balance sheets of the significant banks. One 
of the important outcomes was the scale of non-performing exposures (NPEs) now classified using a harmonized 
definition. In the euro area, the average ratio of NPEs for significant institutions stood at 7.1% at the end of 2015, 
which is high by international standards. For instance, a proxy for the ratio of NPEs in the U.S. has continued to 
decline in recent years and amounts to only 1.5% at the end of 2015. A comprehensive policy response to the 
high levels of NPEs in Europe is necessary, and as part of that, the SSM is working to take stock of supervisory 
best practices. Moreover, more effort is needed to address the shortcomings in insolvency, collateral, and 
taxation frameworks. 

Accounting standards are also important to address the issue. In the U.S., accounting standards require U.S. 
banks to reduce, after six months, their NPEs to the market value of their collateral, if any. Balance sheets are 
therefore cleaned up of bad loans rather swiftly. This illustrates how accounting standards interact with 
supervisory concerns. Until now, the incurred loss model has been applied under International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS) which does not impose a timely treatment of NPEs by the banks. Consequently, NPEs 
accumulate in banks’ balance sheets, consuming capital and not contributing to banks’ profitability. The 
introduction of IFRS 9, from 2018, will change this situation. 

The ECB Vice President also highlighted that the ECB has already publicly expressed its support for a swift 
endorsement of IFRS 9. The new requirements for the classification, measurement, and impairment of financial 
instruments, along with the new general hedge accounting model, constitute an improvement over the previous 
requirements in IAS 39. The merits of the new expected credit loss (ECL) model will clearly depend on its proper 
and consistent implementation in the financial sector. Therefore, it is important that more granular instructions 
are given by the standard-setters and regulatory authorities to ensure that the implementation of the new 
standard is not subject to different interpretations that would not respect a proper level playing field. 
Meanwhile, it will be crucial to monitor the application of IFRS 9 to ensure that there are no unintended cyclical 
consequences of its implementation. 

Mr. Constâncio stated that, “In the U.S., the FASB just announced the approval of similar standards that 
nevertheless will only start to be applied in 2020. U.S. banks have been critical of what will be a major change in 
frontloading provisions for credit risk. The introduction of both new standards will be a substantial change that 
will affect banks, already subject to more demanding regulation to which new features will continue to be added 
until year-end, albeit with the promise of not leading to a “significant increase in capital requirements”, as stated 
by the Group of Governors and Heads of Supervision (GHOS). In this same vein, regulators should monitor 
carefully the consequences of the new standards and, if need be, should consider an appropriate transition period 
from a prudential point of view.” 

He highlighted that the ECB contributes on an ongoing basis to an area on which the Basel Committee on 
Banking Supervision is doing some work. This concerns the interaction between the new accounting rules under 
IFRS 9 and the solvency requirements for banks. “Against this background, the ECB also welcomes the Basel 
Committee’s supervisory guidance on sound credit risk practices and the application of accounting impairment 
models based on ECLs.” European banks will need to consider any possible impact of this guidance on their plans 
for the implementation of IFRS 9. Hence, the guidance is expected to achieve its stated objective and contribute 
to a consistent implementation of the ECL model across European banks. 

Links: Speech, Guidance on Credit Risk and Accounting for ECLs  
Keywords: ECL, IFRS 9, NPE 

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/key/date/2016/html/sp160621.en.html
http://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d350.pdf
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Consumer Trends 
Report, 2016 

- EBA 

June 21, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Report 

The EBA published its fifth annual consumer trends report. This report provides an overview of the trends 
observed in 2016, the issues impacting consumers and other market participants, and the potential action areas 
for EBA. The report covers all the products that fall under the EBA's consumer protection mandate, such as 
mortgages, personal loans, deposits, payment accounts, payment services, and electronic money.  

The report highlights that eight consumer trends and related issues have emerged as relevant. The two new 
trends that emerged this year are in the area of virtual currencies and foreign currency loans, especially 
mortgages. The remaining trends had already been highlighted in last year's report and they involve:  

» Household indebtedness, with a focus on lending and related practices, household borrowing and arrears 
handling, and creditworthiness assessment 

» Banking fees and costs—particularly fees and charges on payment accounts and their comparability—in 
addition to looking at selected costs related to loans 

» Selling practices related to banking products, with issues related to cross-selling and sales incentives  

» Innovations in payments 

» Alternative financial services providers 

» Innovative uses of consumer data 

The EBA has begun addressing some of these trends and it intends to use this report’s findings when developing 
and publishing its work program for 2017. This report also summarizes how the EBA addressed the issues 
identified in last year's report. The measures taken include: 

» Three sets of final guidelines—on creditworthiness assessments, on arrears and foreclosure, and on product 
oversight and governance 

» Draft guidelines on remuneration policies and practices for sales staff 

» Discussion paper on the innovative uses of consumer data 

The EBA used a wide range of data sources when identifying the trends for 2016. These include the national 
supervisory authorities across the 28 EU Member States, the EBA Banking Stakeholder Group (BSG), national 
Ombudsmen across the European Economic Area, via the Financial Dispute Resolution Network (FIN-NET), as 
well as statistical datasets and reports produced by independent research institutes and other organizations. The 
EBA publishes this report annually as part of the mandate conferred in Article 9 of its founding Regulation, which 
requires the Authority to take a leading role in promoting transparency, simplicity, and fairness in the market for 
consumer financial products or services across the internal market, including by collecting, analyzing, and 
reporting on consumer trends. 

Links: Press Release, Consumer Trends Report 2016, EBA on Consumer Protection and Financial Innovation  
Keywords: Consumer Trends 

Speech of Steven 
Maijoor at the 25th 
Annual Securities 
Finance and 
Collateral 
Management 
Conference 

- ESMA 

June 21, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Speech 

At the 25th Annual Securities Finance and Collateral Management Conference in Vienna, the ESMA Chair Steven 
Maijoor spoke about certain aspects related to the availability of collateral and the reporting of repos and 
securities lending trade.  

The ESMA Chair highlighted that the EU launched the Securities Financing Transaction Regulation (SFTR), which 
addresses the transparency of the Securities Financing Transaction (SFTs) and the reuse of collateral. Two 
months ago, ESMA closed the first of the two planned consultations. ESMA consulted on detailed reporting 
scenarios, tables of fields, and posed 145 questions related to the reporting of SFTs, specificities of collateral and 
its reuse, trade repository registration, and data collection and management process. A wide range of 
stakeholders have provided useful and detailed feedback, based on which a full consultation should be launched 
over the next few months.  

He also highlighted that, while drafting the reporting rules under SFTR, ESMA will consider the existing standards 
for reporting under European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) and the proposed amendments submitted 
to the EC last year, in addition to the existing industry standards. ESMA is working on ensuring the 
standardization of rules and requirements under Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II (MiFID II), MiFIR, 
and EMIR (to the extent feasible), although MiFID II and MiFIR have different objectives compared with SFTR and 
EMIR. To this end, ESMA has proposed the use of the ISO 20022 standard for SFT reporting. 

Link: Speech 
Keywords: ISO20022, Reporting, SFT 

http://www.eba.europa.eu/-/eba-publishes-its-consumer-trends-report-2016
http://www.eba.europa.eu/documents/10180/1360107/Consumer+Trends+Report+2016.pdf
http://www.eba.europa.eu/regulation-and-policy/consumer-protection-and-financial-innovation/-/activity-list/a87aQM6oeKjh/more
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/2016-989_speech_isla_conference.pdf
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Results of Thematic 
Review on 
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Appetite Frameworks 

- ECB 

June 21, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Statement 

The ECB published a report summarizing the findings of a thematic review evaluating the governance and risk 
appetite frameworks (RAFs) of the banks it directly supervises. The report concludes that many euro area banks 
still need to improve to reach best international practices.  

The report identifies good practices and also calls on banks to develop and establish a comprehensive RAF to 
help strengthen risk awareness and support a sustainable business model. Such a framework should define the 
level of risk tolerance a bank is willing to take in relation to both financial and non-financial risks. Banks’ 
managements should deploy risk metrics and limits more consistently, closely monitor them, and report back to 
the board regularly. The RAF also needs to be aligned more closely with the business plan, strategy development, 
capital and liquidity planning, and remuneration schemes of banks. 

In addition to its regular day-to-day supervisory work, ECB Banking Supervision regularly prepares industry-wide 
reports, also known as thematic reviews, on particular supervisory topics. The effectiveness of banks’ governance 
and RAFs was identified as a priority for such a review. The review, which applied a harmonized approach, led to 
concrete supervisory follow-up actions, defined areas for subsequent on-site inspections, and identified issues to 
be included in the Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process (SREP). 

Links: Press Release, SSM statement on governance and risk appetite  
Keywords: Governance, RAF, SREP, SSM 

https://www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2016/html/sr160621.en.html
https://www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/ecb/pub/pdf/ssm_supervisory_statement_on_governance_and_risk_appetite_201606.en.pdf
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June 17, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Statement 

The Council published its conclusions on a roadmap to complete the Banking Union, highlighting that major 
steps have been taken in the past few years to establish the Banking Union. After a comprehensive assessment of 
all significant credit institutions in the Banking Union, the Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) was fully 
established in 2014 and has become operational in 2016. Additionally, almost all Member States have 
transposed and implemented into national law, the relevant legal provisions of the single rulebook. Building on 
the important progress made, further steps will be have to be taken by the Commission to: 

» Propose amendments to the legislative framework in view of implementing the Total Loss Absorbing 
Capacity (TLAC) standard and reviewing the minimum requirement for own funds and eligible liabilities 
(MREL). The Council will seek to ensure consistent rules and adequate amounts for the “bail-in-able” buffers 
that contribute to an efficient and orderly resolution process, in line with Bank Recovery and Resolution 
Directive (BRRD), for all credit institutions for which bail-in would be the validated resolution strategy. 

» Put forward a proposal on a common approach to the bank creditor hierarchy, to enhance legal certainty in 
case of resolution. 

» Propose amendments to the Capital Requirements Directive and Regulation (CRDIV/CRR) as part of an 
overall review exercise. This would result in harmonization or further specification of options and national 
discretions, implementing and finalizing the remaining Basel reforms, including the introduction of a net 
stable funding ratio (NSFR) and a leverage ratio—possibly set higher than 3% for systemic banks. 

» Propose a legislative proposal for minimum harmonization in the field of insolvency law in the context of 
the Capital Markets Union (CMU), which may also support efforts to reduce future levels of non-performing 
loans. 

» Conduct further work on examining whether and how harmonizing the rules and application of moratorium 
tools can contribute to stabilization by the relevant authorities of an institution in the period before, and 
possibly after, an intervention. 

To this end, the following key steps have been pointed out: 

» On the Commission´s banking proposals set out earlier, the Council invites the Commission to put forward 
the proposals as soon as possible and by no later than the end of 2016. Then, the Council will start technical 
work immediately in view of a swift implementation. The Council underlines the importance of considering 
European specificities when implementing global regulatory standards, including Basel standards, in the EU. 

» On the common backstop for the Single Resolution Fund (SRF), the Council takes note of the intention of 
member states to start work in September 2016, if and when all participating member states have fully 
transposed the BRRD. In this context, the Council will also take stock of the establishment of the bridge 
financing arrangements, noting that participating member states are committed to sign the Loan Facility 
Agreement by that time. They reaffirm the need to have the common backstop fully operational at the 
latest by the end of the transition period. When the work is completed, it may be decided, in line with the 
risk reduction measures mentioned, that the backstop may become operational ahead of the end of the 
transition period. 

» On the regulatory treatment of sovereign exposures, the Council agrees to await the outcomes of the Basel 
Committee. Following the work of the Basel Committee, the Council will consider possible next steps in the 
European context. 

» On a European Deposit Insurance Scheme (EDIS), the Council will continue constructive work at technical 
level. Negotiations at political level will start as soon as sufficient further progress has been made on the 
measures on risk reduction, as mentioned above. In this context, the Council takes note of the intention of 
Member States to have recourse to an intergovernmental agreement when political negotiations on EDIS 
start. 

The Council will annually assess the progress made on the above-mentioned measures toward completing the 
Banking Union. 

Link: Press Release  
Keywords: CMU, Roadmap 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/press-releases-pdf/2016/6/47244642837_en.pdf
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- ECB 

June 17, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Statement 

An opinion of the ECB was published in the Official Journal of the European Union, on the: 

» Proposal for a regulation laying down common rules on securitization and creating a European framework 
for simple, transparent and standardized (STS) securitization 

» Proposal for a regulation amending Regulation 575/2013 (CRR) on prudential requirements for credit 
institutions and investment firms 

The ECB welcomes the objectives of the proposed regulations, those of promoting further integration of Union 
financial markets, diversifying funding sources, and unlocking capital for sound lending to the real economy. The 
development of a common set of substantive rules across the Union regulatory framework for all securitizations 
is a significant step toward regulatory harmonization and consistency. The ECB also supports the establishment 
of criteria to identify a subset of securitizations that can be classified as STS and welcomes the proposed CRR 
amendment’s adjustment to capital charges to provide for a more risk-sensitive treatment for STS 
securitizations. 

The ECB considers that the proposed regulations strike the right balance between the need to maintain the 
prudential nature of the regulatory framework and the need to revive the European securitization market by 
making the securitization framework more attractive for both issuers and investors. The ECB notes that European 
securitizations with features broadly similar to those of the proposed STS securitizations suffered low levels of 
losses during the financial crisis. It is appropriate for the regulatory framework to distinguish between them and 
more complex, opaque, and bespoke securitizations.  

In the ECB’s view, overall, the proposed STS criteria are generally appropriate and the lower regulatory capital 
charges applied to them are proportionate to their comparably lower risk profile. The ECB highlights nonetheless 
that its support for the proposed capital treatment of STS securitizations is predicated on the existence of robust 
STS criteria, an appropriate attestation procedure, and rigorous supervision. Consequently, the proposed 
regulations should, in the ECB’s view, be further enhanced and streamlined, as set out below and in the attached 
technical annex. 

Link: Opinion 
Keywords: CRR, Securitization, STS 

Level 2 Measures: 
Commission 
Delegated 
Regulations 
2016/957, 958, and 
960, along with 
Commission 
Implementing 
Regulation 
2016/959, 
Supplementing the 
Market Abuse 
Regulation 

- EC 

June 17, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The following regulations supplementing the Market Abuse Regulation (MAR) were published in the Official 
Journal of the European Union:  

» CDR 2016/957 on RTS for the appropriate arrangements, systems, and procedures as well as notification 
templates to be used for preventing, detecting, and reporting abusive practices or suspicious orders or 
transactions.  

» CDR 2016/958 on RTS for the technical arrangements for objective presentation of investment 
recommendations or other information recommending or suggesting an investment strategy and for 
disclosure of particular interests or indications of conflicts of interest.  

» Commission Implementing Regulation (CIR) 2016/959 on implementing technical standards (ITS) for 
market soundings with regard to the systems and notification templates to be used by disclosing market 
participants and the format of the records.  

» CDR 2016/960 on RTS for the appropriate arrangements, systems, and procedures for disclosing market 
participants conducting market soundings. 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: June 18, 2016 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Links: CDR 2016/957,CDR 2016/958, CIR 2016/959, CDR 2016/960 
Keywords: CDR 2016/957, CDR 2016/958, CDR 2016/960, CIR 2016/959, MAR 

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/ecb/legal/pdf/oj_joc_2016_219_r_0003_en_txt_.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016R0957&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016R0958&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016R0959&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016R0960&from=EN
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Level 2 Measures: 
Commission 
Implementing 
Regulation 2016/962 

 - EC 

June 17, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The EC published final rule (CIR 2016/962) on ITS regarding the uniform formats, templates, and definitions for 
the identification and transmission of information by competent authorities and resolution authorities to the 
EBA, according to the BRRD, Directive 2014/59/EU. 

Annex I to this regulation presents reporting templates while Annex II provides a list of optional indicators. 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: June 18, 2016 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Link: CIR 2016/962  
Keywords: BRRD, CIR 2016/962 

Working Document 
on European Deposit 
Insurance Scheme  

- ECON 

June 16, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Report 

The European Parliament's Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs published its working document on 
European Deposit Insurance Scheme (EDIS). This working document aims to describe the linkages between the 
EDIS proposal and certain other legislative texts and existing structures; explore the relevant key elements in the 
debate about risk reduction; and determine a number of key questions for the future handling of this package. 
The Commission’s proposal for EDIS envisages the creation of a deposit insurance system in three phases: 

» A reinsurance phase (2017-2019), during which EDIS may provide limited funding for liquidity (20% of its 
liquidity shortfall) and cover a limited share of the loss (20% of its excess loss) of a participating deposit 
guarantee scheme (DGS) that encounters a payout event or has to contribute to resolution. National 
schemes could access EDIS funds only after exhausting their own resources. 

» A co-insurance phase (2020-2023), during which member states may request both funding for liquidity 
needs and loss cover from the deposit insurance fund, in case they encounter a payout event or need to 
contribute to resolution. The difference with the reinsurance phase is that funding is provided and loss is 
covered as from the first euro and the share borne by EDIS gradually increases over the co-insurance period 
(from 20% to 80%). 

» After the four-year co-insurance phase, participating DGSs would be fully insured by EDIS. The full 
insurance phase (from 2024 onwards) provides full funding of the liquidity need and covers all losses arising 
from a payout event or a request to contribute to resolution. The mechanism is the same as in the co-
insurance phase, but with EDIS covering a 100% share. 

Annex 1 graphically summarizes the main structural and institutional linkages. The chart shows that EDIS will 
rely strongly on the Single Supervisory Mechanism and the Single Resolution Board to function, implementing 
within the Banking Union, the “Single Rulebook” of, in particular, the CRR, the CRD, and the BRRD. The proposed 
next steps are an impact assessment from EC, concrete steps in the area of risk reduction, more clarity on the 
calculation of the risk-based contributions, and finding a broad majority position in both the Council and 
Parliament on the: 

» Concrete timing of the phasing-in of EDIS 

» Conditionality of the risk reduction 

» Content/design of EDIS 

Link: Working Document: EDIS  
Keywords: DGS, EDIS 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016R0962&from=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=COMPARL&reference=PE-585.423&format=PDF&language=EN&secondRef=01
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Assessment of Basel 
III Frameworks for 
Global and Domestic 
Systemically 
Important Banks 

- Basel Committee 

June 16, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Report 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) published a report summarizing the findings of the 
Regulatory Consistency Assessment Programme (RCAP) assessment team on the domestic adoption of the Basel 
G-SIB and D-SIB framework in the EU. 

The EU G-SIB framework was issued in June 2013 through the CRR and CRD, and came into force on January 01, 
2014. These laws have been supplemented by binding technical standards and guidelines issued by the EBA 
during 2014. Currently, 13 G-SIBs are based in the EU, with four in the UK and France each, and one each in 
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, and Sweden. The G-SIB framework in the EU has been assessed as 
compliant with the Basel G-SIB framework. This is the highest overall grade. Both components of the G-SIB 
framework, higher loss absorbency and disclosure requirements, both subcomponents of the G-SIB framework, 
have been assessed as compliant.  

The Assessment Team’s review of the EU D-SIB framework found it to be broadly aligned with the Basel 
Committee’s D-SIB principles. The EU framework was finalized in June 2013 and took effect on January 01, 2016. 
It identifies Other Systemically Important Institutions (O-SIIs) using a methodology similar to the G-SIB 
assessment framework, employing certain country- or region-specific factors, and assigns a corresponding higher 
loss absorbency requirement of up to 2%. The EBA provides guidance on methodologies to be used by national 
authorities within the EU, including in the nine countries that are BCBS member jurisdictions.  

Link: Report 
Keywords: D-SIB, G-SIB, RCAP 

Annual Report for 
2015: Key 
Developments 

- ESMA 

June 15, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Report 

ESMA’s annual report describes its key accomplishments in 2015. This year, ESMA took significant steps toward 
its mission of enhancing investor protection and promoting stable and orderly financial markets by: 

» Assessing risks to investors, markets, and financial stability 

» Creating a single rulebook 

» Promoting supervisory convergence 

» Supervising credit rating agencies and trade repositories 

The single rulebook ESMA developed for securities markets covers a broad range of areas, including asset 
management, investment firms, derivatives, trading venues, credit rating agencies, and preparatory work for 
product transparency. Derivatives reporting and ESMA’s supervision of trade repositories has improved the 
transparency of the EU derivatives market. 

Links: Press Release, Annual Report 
Keywords: Annual Report, Single Rulebook, Trade Repository 

http://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d372.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-publishes-annual-report-2015
https://www.esma.europa.eu/file/18842/download?token=cGoagE07
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Annual Report for 
2015: Key 
Achievements and 
Focus Areas 

- EBA 

June 15, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Report 

The EBA’s annual report for 2015 provides a detailed account of the work it accomplished in the past year, along 
with its key focus areas in the coming years. 

The EBA completed the bulk of the G20 package in 2015, thus strengthening the single rulebook applicable to 
the EU banking sector. Monitoring work in relation to the single rulebook has been stepped up, particularly on 
remuneration practices, own funds, and supervisory options and discretions. Important work was also done to 
assist all EU members states in enhancing their recovery, resolution, and depositor protection regimes. 
Moreover, the EBA continued to identify, analyze, and address risks in the EU banking sector through key outputs 
such as risk dashboards, semi-annual risk reports, and transparency and stress testing exercises. The EBA also 
helped enhance consumer protection while promoting transparency, simplicity, and fairness for consumer 
financial products and services across the Single Market. 

The report highlights the following key focus areas for the coming years: 

» Promoting a common approach to the calibration of the leverage ratio 

» Enhancing the framework for credit risk 

» Reviewing the impact of proportionality 

» Facilitating the implementation and understanding of IFRS 9 in relation to banks 

» Issuing policy products that complement the EBA common SREP guidelines 

» Conducting the 2016 EU-wide stress test and transparency exercises 

» Enhancing the consistency of risk-weighted assets (RWAs) 

» Revised version of Pillar 3 

» Ensuring a consistent implementation of the new crisis management framework 

» Protecting consumers and monitoring financial innovation 

Links: News Release, Annual Report 
Keywords: Annual Report, Single Rulebook, Stress Testing 

Remarks of 
Commissioner 
Jonathan Hill at the 
European 
Parliament's Public 
Hearing on 
Securitisation 

- EC 

June 13, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Speech 

At the European Parliament's public hearing on securitization, the EC Commissioner Jonathan Hill spoke about 
EC’s proposals to restart the securitization markets.  

Mr. Hill highlighted that the EC came forward with a proposal to restart securitization markets by defining 
Simple, Transparent and Standardized (STS) securitizations. These criteria build on work done by the Basel 
Committee and IOSCO. For this, EC used the work and analysis by the ECB, the Bank of England (BoE), and the 
ESAs' Joint Committee, along with the valuable advice received from the EBA. The proposals flow from the solid 
analysis and cautious recommendations of these independent and respected institutions. He also explained the 
meaning of STS, wherein:  

» Simple means only securitizations that bring together comparable loans; therefore, car loans and mortgages 
cannot be mixed. Securitizations should be such that the securitized assets cannot be cherry picked to the 
advantage of the issuer. Thus, repackaging of other securitizations and non-performing loans is also not 
allowed.  

» In terms of being Transparent, the proposals would make it compulsory for relevant information to be 
provided to all investors free of charge, in a way that is clear and comparable. To ensure proper oversight, a 
framework has been proposed to improve cooperation and coordination between the different national 
supervisors and the ESAs, to make sure the information flows and everyone abides by the rules.  

» By focusing on Standardized securitizations, the intention is to identify securitizations that use consistent 
and well-understood structures, where the issuer retains some of the assets that are being securitized and 
where the obligations for all the parties involved are clear upfront.  

The Commissioner also highlighted that assets in STS securitizations would have to be creditworthy according to 
the rules of the Mortgage Credit Directive and the Consumer Credit Directive. 

Links: Remarks, Public Consultation on Securitisation 
Keywords: CMU, STS Securitisation 

http://www.eba.europa.eu/-/eba-publishes-its-2015-annual-report
http://www.eba.europa.eu/documents/10180/1495214/EBA+Annual+report+2015.pdf
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-16-2188_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/finance/consultations/2015/securitisation/index_en.htm
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Final Draft Technical 
Standards on 
Specialized Lending 
Exposures 

- EBA 

June 13, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The EBA published its final draft RTS specifying how institutions should take into account and treat several 
factors when assigning risk weights to specialized lending exposures.  

The RTS harmonizes the assignment of risk weights to specialized lending exposures for institutions that apply 
the so called “supervisory slotting criteria” approach. The final draft RTS will be part of the Single Rulebook 
aimed at enhancing regulatory harmonization in the banking sector in Europe. The final draft RTS has been 
developed on the basis of Article 153 (9) of CRR, which mandates the EBA to specify how institutions shall take 
into account certain factors when assigning risk weights to specialized lending exposures. 

Specialized lending is a type of exposure toward an entity specifically created to finance or operate physical 
assets, where the primary source of income and repayment of the obligation lies directly with the assets being 
financed. The final draft RTS defines four classes of specialized lending—project finance, real estate, object 
finance, and commodities finance—for each of these four classes, a set of assessment criteria is specified by a list 
of factors that institutions shall take into account. These factors are further detailed in sub-factors and some of 
those in sub-factor components. Institutions shall apply the approach set out in these draft RTS to combine the 
assignments of the factors to the categories to determine the final category and the risk weight to be attributed 
to the specialized lending exposure. 

This approach requires institutions to calculate the weighted average of the assignments of the factors to the 
categories, where institutions should determine the weights they assign to each factor, under certain strict 
conditions. The approach followed in these RTS is in line with the current Basel framework, which uses the 
“supervisory slotting criteria” approach, under which specialized lending exposures are classified into categories 
depending on the underlying credit risk. These RTS have also taken into account the recent Basel proposals on 
constraints on the use of internal model approaches.  

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: [OJ Date] + 20 days 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Links: Press Release, Final Draft RTS  
Keywords: CRR, Specialized Lending, Supervisory Slotting Criteria  

Regulation on Money 
Market Funds 

- EC 

June 10, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The Commission on September 05, 2013, had transmitted to the Council its proposal for a Regulation of the 
European Parliament and of the Council on money market funds. During the Working Party meeting on June 07, 
2016, this proposal was agreed upon, as set out in document 9874/16. However, so far, the final rule has not 
been published in the Official Journal of the European Union. 

This regulation (Article 1) lays down rules on the financial instruments eligible for investment by a Money Market 
Fund (MMF), its portfolio and valuation, and the reporting requirements in relation to a MMF established, 
managed, or marketed in the Union. This regulation applies to collective investment undertakings that require 
authorization as Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities (UCITS), or are UCITS under 
Directive 2009/65/EC, or are Alternative Investment Funds (AIFs) under Directive 2011/61/EU that invest in 
short-term assets, and have as distinct or cumulative objectives offering returns in line with money market rates 
or preserving the value of the investment. Member states shall not add any additional requirements in the field 
covered by this regulation. 

Article 2a of this Regulation states that MMFs may be set up as Variable Net Asset Value MMFs (VNAV MMF), 
Constant Net Asset Value MMFs (CNAV MMF), or Low Volatility Net Asset Value MMFs (LVNAV MMF). The 
authorization of an MMF shall explicitly state the type of MMF. Article 25 states that for each MMF, there shall 
be sound stress testing processes in place. The manager of MMF shall regularly conduct stress testing and 
develop action plans for different possible scenarios. The stress tests shall be based on objective criteria and 
consider the effects of severe plausible scenarios. 

Article 25 states that five years after enforcing this Regulation, the Commission shall review the adequacy of this 
Regulation from a prudential and economic point of view, following consultations with ESMA and, where 
appropriate, the ESRB, including whether changes should be made to the functioning of the regime for 
Government CNAV MMFs, non-EU CNAV MMFs, and LVNAV MMFs. This Regulation shall apply from six months 
from the date of entry into force. 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: [OJ Date] + 20 Days 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Links: Agreement Letter to Council (9873/16), Regulation (9874/16)  
Keywords CNAV, MMF, Stress Testing, VNAV 

http://www.eba.europa.eu/-/eba-publishes-final-draft-technical-standards-on-specialised-lending-exposures
http://www.eba.europa.eu/documents/10180/1489608/EBA-2016-RTS-02+%28Final+RTS+on+specialised+lending+exposures%29.pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9873-2016-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9874-2016-INIT/en/pdf
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Corrections to the 
Liquidity Coverage 
Requirement 
Delegated Act and 
Corresponding 
Amended Reporting 
Templates  

- EBA 

June 10, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Statement 

The EBA published a letter stating a discrepancy between the LCR requirements that entered into force in 
October 2015, following the adoption of the LCR Delegated Act, and the corresponding reporting templates (ITS 
on LCR Reporting) that will be applicable in September 2016. This discrepancy creates a disproportionate burden, 
undue costs, and inefficiency for EU institutions and their supervisors. 

Corrigendum to the LCR Delegated Act and the corresponding corrected templates would apply by September 
2017. Considering that the adoption of the Corrigendum may not take place earlier than in September 2016, any 
suggestion proposing September 2017 for the implementation of the corrected templates does not seem 
realistic. Maintaining the date of application of the Corrigendum at September 2017 would just lead to a 
repeated discrepancy between the requirements and the corresponding reporting, which should be avoided by all 
means. Institutions would again have to comply with the new LCR regime as amended by the Corrigendum, 
while they would have to report according to the misaligned LCR reporting requirements. Competent authorities 
would not be able to monitor an institution’s compliance with the new LCR rules set by way of regulatory 
reporting and would likely have to bridge this gap via ad-hoc reporting requests, adding to the regulatory burden 
for institutions. 

While the EBA will do its best to quickly update the ITS on LCR reporting, it cannot be expected that the 
application date of the reporting for institutions could take place before the second half of 2018, considering a 
minimum of six months for institutions to prepare. 

Links: Letter Published by EBA, Corrigenda  
Keywords: LCR, Regulatory Reporting 

http://www.eba.europa.eu/documents/10180/1493881/(EBA+2016+D+738)%20Letter+to+O+Guersent,%20FISMA+re+LCR+possible+repeated+di....pdf/b592284b-7367-4a73-85f8-314bc01534a8
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:JOL_2016_095_R_0008&from=EN
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Implementing 
Technical Standards 
on the Form and 
Content of the 
Description of Group 
Financial Support 
Agreements: Level 2 
Measures 

- EC 

June 10, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The EC published, in the Official Journal of the European Union, the CIR 2016/91 laying down ITS on the form and 
the content of the description of group financial support agreements in accordance with the BRRD (Directive 
2014/59/EU). 

Under Article 1 of this regulation, each institution that is a party to a group financial support agreement entered 
into pursuant Article 19 of BRRD shall make disclosures on its website, in a form that ensures accessibility to the 
public. Article 2 states that institutions shall disclose at least the following information: 

» The names of the group entities being a party to the group financial support agreement 

» The form the support may take 

» In case of a loan, the purposes for which the capital advanced under the loan may be used 

» In case of a guarantee, which transactions and which third parties are potentially covered 

» To which extent obligations to provide group financial support and entitlement to receive group financial 
support of each of the parties to the group financial support agreement are reciprocal; if the agreement is 
not fully reciprocal, the information shall differentiate between the different parties following the different 
terms of agreement 

» The limitations of the group financial support for each form of support covered by the financial support 
agreement 

» The principles for calculation of the consideration for the provision of the group financial support and how 
they relate to market conditions at the time of the support 

» A general description of the seniority, the maturity profile and the maximum term of any loans provided as 
support 

» A general description of any further repayment obligations 

» A general description of the circumstances or indicators relating to the receiving entity and the providing 
entity that trigger the provision of the support 

» A general description of collateral and margin requirements 

Disclosure shall cover information applicable to the group entity concerned, including information on the terms 
of the agreement relating to other group entities where that disclosure may affect the group entity concerned. 
Information that is not applicable shall be indicated as “non-applicable.”  

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: June 30, 2016 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Link: Final Rule  
Keywords: BRRD, CIR 2016/911, Disclosures  

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016R0911&from=EN
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Regulatory Technical 
Standards on the 
Clearing Obligation 

- EC 

June 10, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The EC published a Commission Delegated Regulation (CDR), supplementing Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 of 
the European Parliament and of the Council with regard to regulatory technical standards on the clearing 
obligation.  

The delegated act determines the classes of interest rate swaps (IRS) in the OTC derivative contracts of several 
non-G4 European currencies—the Swedish Kronor (SEK), Polish Zloty (PLN), Norwegian Kroner (NOK)— that are 
subject to the clearing obligation, and four different categories of counterparties for which different phase-in 
periods apply: 

» For counterparties in category 1, 6 months after the entry into force of the RTS. 

» For counterparties in category 2, 12 months after the entry into force of the RTS. 

» For counterparties in category 3, 18 months after the entry into force of the RTS. 

» For counterparties in category 4, 3 years after the entry into force of the RTS. 

Moreover, a different phase-in period is set out for intra-group transactions concluded between a counterparty 
established in a member state and another counterparty established in a third country. These transactions 
should belong to the same group and should fulfill certain conditions (3 years from the date of entry into force of 
the delegated act or an earlier date shortly after an equivalence decision is adopted regarding the third country), 
to allow for a sufficient period for the Commission to adopt equivalence decisions. During this period, no 
frontloading should take place. 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: [OJ Date] + 20 Days 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Links: Regulation, Annex  
Keywords: Clearing, OTC Derivatives  

Level 2 Measures: 
Commission 
Delegated 
Regulations 
2016/908 and 
2016/909, 
Supplementing the 
Market Abuse 
Regulation 

- EC 

June 10, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The EC published two regulations in the Official Journal of the European Union:  

» CDR 2016/908, which contains RTS on the criteria, the procedure, and the requirements for establishing an 
accepted market practice and the requirements for maintaining it, terminating it, or modifying the 
conditions for its acceptance 

» CDR 2016/909 on RTS for the content of notifications to be submitted to competent authorities and the 
compilation, publication, and maintenance of the list of notifications 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: June 11, 2016 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Links: CDR 2016/908, CDR 2016/909 
Keywords: CDR 2016/908, CDR 2016/909, MAR 

Public Consultation 
on Evaluation of the 
Financial 
Conglomerate 
Directive 

- EC 

June 09, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Statement 

The EC is evaluating the to-date performance of the financial conglomerate directive (FICOD) within the 
framework of the regulatory fitness and performance program (REFIT). The evaluation is aimed at assessing 
whether the current FICOD regulatory framework is proportionate and fit for purpose and whether it delivers as 
expected, considering its objective of identifying and managing risks that are inherent to financial conglomerates 
to ensure financial stability. The purpose of this consultation is to gather evidence on the performance of FICOD. 

In line with better regulation principles, the evaluation will assess the relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, 
coherence, and EU added value of the legislation. However, the evaluation will not consider possible future 
changes to the legislation. If required, this would be done in a separate impact assessment. The roadmap for this 
evaluation contains further information about the scope of the evaluation and the issues to be examined. This 
public consultation ends on September 20, 2016. 

Links: Consultation, Evaluation Roadmap  
Keywords: FICOD, REFIT  

http://ec.europa.eu/finance/financial-markets/docs/derivatives/160610-delegated-regulation_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/finance/financial-markets/docs/derivatives/160610-delegated-regulation-annex_en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016R0908&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016R0909&from=EN
http://ec.europa.eu/finance/consultations/2016/financial-conglomerates-directive/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/roadmaps/docs/2016_fisma_073_refit_ficod_en.pdf
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Technical Standards 
for European Long-
Term Investment 
Funds 

- ESMA 

June 07, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

ESMA published its final report and draft RTS for Regulation (EU) 2015/760, the European Long-Term Investment 
Fund (ELTIF) Regulation. The ELTIF Regulation allows investors to put money into companies and infrastructure 
projects for the long term and aims to increase the amount of non-bank finance available for companies 
investing in the EU’s real economy.  

An ELTIF is a type of Alternative Investment Fund (AIF), which must be managed by an authorized AIF Manager 
under the AIFM Directive. By complying with the additional ELTIF requirements, the fund managers will have 
access to investors across the EU, including retail investors (subject to specific conditions). ESMA’s key proposals 
specify: 

» The criteria to determine the circumstances in which financial derivatives are used solely for hedging 
purposes, based on those set out in the “CESR guidelines on Risk Measurement and the Calculation of 
Global Exposure and Counterparty Risk for UCITS on risk measurements” 

» The life of an ELTIF should be determined with reference to the individual asset within the ELTIF portfolio 
which has the longest investment horizon 

» A non-exhaustive list of the types of market risk ELTIF managers should take into account when assessing 
the market for potential buyers ahead of the disposal of their asset 

» The criteria for the valuation of the ELTIF assets ahead of their divestment which specify the timing of the 
valuation and allow for valuations made under the AIFM to be taken into account 

» A grandfathering provision, whereby ELTIFs have one year after the RTS come into force to comply with 
these rules. 

Following a discussion with the EC, ESMA is postponing the delivery of its ELTIF RTS on the cost disclosure 
information, which must be included in the ELTIF’s prospectus, to take into account the work being undertaken 
on cost disclosures for Packaged Retail and Insurance-based Investment Products (PRIIPs). 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: [OJ Date] + 20 Days 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Link: Final Report and Draft Regulatory Technical Standards 
Keywords: ELTIF, RTS 

Public Guidance on 
the Review of the 
Qualification of 
Capital Instruments 
as Additional Tier 1 
and Tier 2 
Instruments 

- ECB 

June 06, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Guidance 

The European Central Bank (ECB) published a public guidance specifying the procedure followed for reviewing 
the qualification of capital instruments as Additional Tier 1 (AT1) and Additional Tier 2 (AT2) instruments. It 
specifies the information that should be provided by significant supervised entities, as defined in Article 2(16) of 
Regulation (EU) No 468/2014 of the ECB (ECB/2014/17) (SSM Framework Regulation), that compute the capital 
instruments toward their AT1 or AT2 capital on an individual, sub-consolidated, and/or consolidated basis. 

The ECB recommends that entities should follow this guidance with respect to capital instruments issued after 
its date of publication. However, Section III.2 of the guidance applies to all capital instruments, irrespective of 
their date of issuance. Entities are responsible for ensuring that their capital instruments comply with all the 
relevant provisions of CRR and the RTS on own funds, irrespective of the ex-post review conducted by the ECB. 
This guidance is without prejudice to any requirements in respect of the recognition of AT1 or AT2 instruments 
under the applicable national law. If national law requires pre-approval, ECB is competent to grant such pre-
approval to the entities. This guidance will be updated to reflect any relevant developments. 

Link: Guidance  
Keywords: AT1, AT2, SSM  

https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-issues-technical-standards-european-long-term-investment-funds
https://www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/ecb/pub/pdf/public_guidance_at1_and_t2.en.pdf
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Speech of Sabine 
Lautenschläger of the 
European Central 
Bank on European 
Banking Supervision 

- ECB 

June 03, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Speech 

Sabine Lautenschläger, member of the executive board of the ECB and vice-chair of the Supervisory Board of the 
SSM, spoke at the Bundesbank symposium “Dialogue on banking supervision” in Frankfurt. She discussed the 
achievements as well as the remaining work with regard to the European banking supervision. 

She highlighted the harmonization of the annual SREP, which is the centerpiece of any form of banking 
supervision. In the SREP, the business model, governance, the capital and liquidity risks for each institution, along 
with the respective risk management, are analyzed. Using this as a basis, the capital and liquidity requirements 
for each institution are then specified. The advantage is not only that banks across the euro area can be assessed 
on the basis of uniform criteria, but also that banks with similar business models can now be compared and 
conclusions can be drawn not only for individual banks, but also for whole banking systems. Another example of 
harmonization concerns the “options and discretions.” The European regulatory framework contains a series of 
provisions that allow the respective supervisor to decide on their practical implementation. Along with the 
national supervisory authorities, the exercise of these options and discretions has been agreed upon in a uniform 
way throughout the euro area. 

Ms. Lautenschläger also highlighted the work that remains to be done, including the work on improving analysis 
of liquidity risks, risk management, and liquidity adequacy. Harmonization of the way banks internally review 
their Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP) still remains. One question regarding this is 
whether, with regard to a bank’s capital position, a supervisor should restrict itself solely to the formal and 
binding supervisory capital surcharge or does it make sense to express the supervisor’s expectation for a bank’s 
capital level as requirements on the one hand and as guidance on the other. 

With regard to the principle of proportionality, the reporting requirements are quite precisely tailored to, among 
other things, the size of the institutions. In anticipation of future reporting requirements, the national supervisors 
last year, for the first time ever, were asked to provide supervisory data on all small and medium-size banks. 
They were asked to submit 37 separate data points, including the balance sheet total, the level of customer 
deposits, or the trading book portfolio. By contrast, the banks that are directly supervised by the ECB are asked 
to give more than 8,000 data points—and these have to be submitted not annually but quarterly. 

Link: Speech 
Keywords: ICAAP, SREP, SSM 

Decision on Data for 
Supervisory 
Benchmarking 

- EBA 

June 02, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Statement 

The EBA published its decision on data for supervisory benchmarking. This decision comes after the publication 
of the amended technical standards on benchmarking of internal approaches and requires competent authorities 
to submit data for the 2016 benchmarking exercise, focusing on high-default portfolios and with reference to 
end-2015 data. 

A list of institutions has also been made available along with the decision. The EBA is therefore requesting 
competent authorities to transmit institutions' data for supervisory benchmarking purposes, leveraging on the 
usual data collection procedures and formats of regular supervisory reporting. Institutions should submit data to 
their competent authorities by June 30, 2016. 

Link: News Release  
Keywords: Benchmarking Internal Models , ITS 

http://www.bis.org/review/r160603a.pdf
http://www.eba.europa.eu/-/eba-publishes-decision-on-data-for-supervisory-benchmarking
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Consultation on 
Usefulness of 
Distributed Ledger 
Technologies 

- ESMA 

June 02, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: 
Proposed Rule 

ESMA published a discussion paper on distributed ledger technology (DLT). ESMA is seeking feedback from 
stakeholders on the possible use of DLT in securities markets, its potential benefits, and the risks that such 
broader use may pose.  

In the discussion Paper, ESMA analyzes the potential benefits of DLT, which include higher security, greater 
efficiency in clearing and settlement, and reduced costs. ESMA also foresees a number of legal and technical 
challenges before DLT could be applied widely to securities markets. Some of these challenges are related to the 
technology such as the scalability of the technology and its interoperability with the existing systems while other 
challenges are mainly related to the governance framework, privacy, and regulatory issues. 

This discussion paper also provides a stock-take (with focus on post-trading activities) of the key EU regulations, 
which would be applicable to DLT. The regulations identified and discussed include the EMIR, the Securities 
Finality Directive, and the Central Securities Depositories Regulation (CSDR). ESMA stresses that firms willing to 
use DLT should be mindful of the existing regulatory framework. 

The consultation will help ESMA to assess the opportunities and challenges posed by DLT from a regulatory 
standpoint and form an opinion on whether a specific regulatory response to the use of this technology in 
securities markets is needed. ESMA acknowledges that the technology is still in its early days, with no operating 
system using the DLT at large scale in securities markets yet. Therefore, the possible impact a broader use of DLT 
would have on the functioning of securities markets, market participants, and infrastructures would need further 
assessment. 

Distributed ledgers (sometimes known as blockchains) are essentially records, or ledgers, of electronic 
transactions. Their uniqueness lies in the fact that they are maintained by a shared or distributed network of 
participants and not by a centralized entity, as in the current common market practice. Another distinguishing 
feature is the extensive use of cryptography to store assets and validate transactions. While the blockchain was 
originally designed for Bitcoins, the innovation has spread to traditional financial services. ESMA began analyzing 
virtual currencies in 2013 and subsequently also looked into investments using virtual currencies or DLT, 
including possible risks and benefits, on which ESMA is now seeking more in-depth feedback to further its 
assessment. 

Comments Due Date: September 02, 2016 
Effective Date: N/A 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Links: Press Release, Discussion Paper 
Keywords: DLT, EMIR, Post-Trading 

Consultation on 
Cross-Border 
Distribution of 
Investment Funds  

- EC 

June 02, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: 
Proposed Rule 

The EC launched a consultation on the main barriers to the cross-border distribution of investment funds (UCITS 
and AIF) to increase the proportion of funds marketed and sold across the EU. Greater cross-border distribution 
allows funds to grow and become more efficient, allocate capital more efficiently across the EU, and compete 
within national markets to deliver better value and greater innovation.  

This consultation supports the creation of a CMU, the key aim of which is to foster retail and institutional 
investment of investment funds. This consultation, which is a part of the action plan package, builds on the 
replies received to both the CMU consultation and the Commission’s recent Call for Evidence on the EU 
regulatory framework for financial services. To build on these consultations, tangible examples and, where 
possible, quantitative and financial evidence on the financial impact of the barriers are being sought, in addition 
to broader responses. The Commission will use this information as a basis for taking action to address the cross-
border barriers to distribution. 

Comments Due Date: October 02, 2016 
Effective Date: N/A 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Link: Public Consultation on Cross-Border Distribution of Investment Funds 
Keywords: CMU, Cross-Border Distribution, Investment Funds 

https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-assesses-usefulness-distributed-ledger-technologies
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/2016-773_dp_dlt.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/finance/consultations/2016/cross-borders-investment-funds/index_en.htm
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Commission 
Delegated Regulation 
2016/861 Correcting 
Regulations 
528/2014 and 
604/2014  

- EC 

June 01, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The EC published CDR 2016/861, which corrects 

» CDR No 528/2014 on RTS for non-delta risk of options in the standardized market risk approach—wherein, 
Article 2 of Delegated Regulation (EU) No 528/2014 is replaced by the following: “Article 2, Only 
institutions that exclusively purchase options and warrants may use the simplified approach.” 

» CDR No 604/2014 on RTS for qualitative and appropriate quantitative criteria to identify categories of staff 
whose professional activities have a material impact on an institution's risk profile. In Article 4(1) of 
Delegated Regulation (EU) No 604/2014, point (c) is replaced by the following: ”(c) the staff member was in 
the preceding financial year awarded total remuneration that is equal to or greater than the lowest total 
remuneration awarded in that financial year to a member of senior management or to a member of staff 
who meets any of the criteria in points (1), (5), (6), (8), (11), (12), (13) or (14) of Article 3.” 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: June 02, 2016 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Link: CDR 2016/861 
Keywords : CDR 2016/861, CDR 528/2014, CDR 604/2014 

AnaCredit Regulation 
and Decision 

- EC 

June 01, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The following regulations were published in the Official Journal of the European Union:  

» Regulation (EU) 2016/867 of the ECB on the collection of granular credit and credit risk data (ECB/2016/13) 

» Decision (EU) 2016/868 of the ECB amending Decision ECB/2014/6 on the organization of preparatory 
measures for the collection of granular credit data by the European System of Central Banks (ESCBs) 
(ECB/2016/14) 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: June 21, 2016 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Links: Regulation No. 2016/867, Decision (EU) 2016/868 
Keywords: AnaCredit, ECB/2016/13, Regulation 2016/867 

 
  

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2016.144.01.0021.01.ENG&toc=OJ:L:2016:144:TOC
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2016.144.01.0044.01.ENG&toc=OJ:L:2016:144:TOC
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2016.144.01.0099.01.ENG&toc=OJ:L:2016:144:TOC
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Denmark 

Key Developments 

Staff Report and 
Selected Issues for 
the 2016 Article IV 
Consultation 

- IMF 

June 27, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Report 

The IMF published its staff report and selected issues report on Denmark for the 2016 Article IV consultation. 

The report highlights that the country’s financial sector is large and interconnected. Total system assets are over 
650% of GDP, with the banking sector accounting for two-third of this amount. The large size reflects a high 
degree of domestic interconnectedness. Household assets and liabilities are among the highest in the world, with 
pension assets amounting to about 140% of GDP. Institutional investors, in turn, hold large amounts of covered 
bonds (150% of GDP), which are a key funding source for the banks. Bank lending to households is at 130% of 
GDP. The banking system also has important linkages with Nordic neighbors, with Danske Bank being a large 
regional player and Sweden-based Nordea being the third-largest bank in the domestic market. 

The authorities have taken measures to restrain mortgage lending. The financial supervisor (Danish Financial 
Supervisory Authority, or DFSA) introduced a “Supervisory Diamond” for mortgage-credit institutions in 2015. 
This includes guidance to limit lending growth, large exposures, reliance on short-term funding, and borrowers’ 
IRR, and to promote loan amortization, even though the new measures will come into effect only during 2018–
20. A minimum down payment requirement of 5% for new mortgages was also introduced. In addition, the 
recent establishment of “Seven Best Practices” for lenders in areas with rapid house price increases should 
strengthen banks’ risk management practices. 

The staff report also highlights that good progress has been made on the recommendations of the 2014 Financial 
Sector Assessment Program (FSAP). With the implementation of EU regulations, the DFSA has implemented 
several changes to regulatory and supervisory practices, including those related to CRD IV/CRR and Solvency II. 
Also, with the transposition into Danish law of the European BRRD, the resolution regime is being strengthened. 
The DFSA has further indicated it will increase the frequency of on-site inspections for smaller banks and 
insurance companies. The supervisory diamond for mortgage-credit institutions and the seven best practices also 
address several FSAP recommendations 

The staff recommends that regional coordination on financial stability issues should deepen. Given the high 
interconnectedness of the Nordic banking sector, deeper cooperation with other Nordic supervisors remains 
critical. The issue is particularly relevant in the context of advanced plans by Nordea to convert its Nordic 
subsidiaries into branches—including its commercial banking operations in Denmark (Nordea’s mortgage credit 
arm will remain a subsidiary to facilitate the local issuance of covered bonds). In response to Nordea’s plans, the 
regional supervisors and governments have started work on updated agreements to guide the treatment of 
systemically important branches. 

Links: Staff Report, Selected Issues Report 
Keywords: Article IV Consultation 

 
  

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16184.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16185.pdf
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Germany 

Key Developments 

Staff Report and 
Selected Issues for 
the 2016 Article IV 
Consultation 

- IMF 

June 29, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Report 

The IMF published its Staff Report and Selected Issues Report on Germany for the 2016 Article IV consultation. 

The report reveals that in Germany, multiple challenges require the banking sector to accelerate restructuring to 
shore up profitability and safeguard internal capital-generating capacity. It also highlights that risk-based bank 
solvency indicators have improved since the 2014 SSM’s comprehensive assessment and seem comfortable, but 
leverage ratios are low in international comparison. Adjustments in banks’ strategies, partly in response to 
regulatory changes, may entail negative spillovers to the rest of the world, as major German banks are 
withdrawing from correspondent relationships in a number of countries. In a context of tighter capital and 
liquidity requirements, stronger AML/CFT and tax transparency rules, as well as economic and trade sanctions in 
some countries, German global banks have been reviewing their customer base and business lines and have 
terminated accounts with certain customers and locations. To prevent excessive curtailment of financial 
activities and important growth disruptions in emerging and developing countries, the authorities should 
encourage the relevant German banks to better manage the risks around these relationships. They should also 
strengthen the dialog and cooperation among national supervisors, including to harmonize regulatory 
frameworks and facilitate cross-border information-sharing on customer due diligence. 

The FSAP conducted a full assessment of Basel Core Principles for Effective Banking Supervision and concluded 
that the regulatory and supervisory structure was sound, albeit with some gaps. The assessment was based on a 
new international methodology, which emphasized corporate governance and generally raised the bar for both 
banks and supervisors. Important shortcomings were highlighted, including the need to strengthen the role of 
bank supervisory boards, to provide guidance on supervisory expectations for compliance with risk management 
and other supervisory requirements, and to improve the coverage and granularity of supervisory data. In 
particular, the lack of comprehensive, consistent, and granular data affects all aspects of financial supervision, 
risk monitoring, and macro-prudential policy. A rapid solution to this problem is essential and a first step in this 
direction would be to amend the Federal Data Protection Law, to allow judicious use of data already produced 
for other purposes, while maintaining adequate privacy protection. 

The report also emphasizes that completing the agenda on the new bank recovery and resolution framework 
should be a high priority, as Germany is home to highly interconnected systemic institutions. The new 
architecture is complex and still in its infancy. The Single Resolution Mechanism became operational at the 
beginning of the year and the BRRD was transposed into German law. In January 2016, the Single Resolution 
Board assumed direct responsibility for resolution planning and implementation (in conjunction with the EC) for 
(the largest) banks directly supervised by the ECB. However, resolution planning is still work in progress, 
although manuals and instructions for the use of resolution tools are already implemented by the Single 
Resolution Board. Given the large size of the banking sector relative to the economy and the strong 
interconnectedness of the system, the authorities should accelerate contingency planning, including by testing 
the plans via real simulation exercises with all concerned parties. Given that Germany is home to one of the 
largest G-SIBs, this work should be given the highest priority. 

Supervisors need to closely monitor the life insurance sector, demand action plans from firms in difficulty, and 
keep safety net arrangements under review. The transition to Solvency II (which began in January 2016) will 
make the difficulties more evident, as the new regulatory framework requires marked-to-market valuations and 
a forward-looking assessment of solvency. To help life insurers adjust to the new regime, European Directives 
allow a 16-year transition. However, starting in 2017, life insurers will be forced to acknowledge the impact of 
transitional measures on their results—a clear communication challenge with the risk of severe negative 
reactions by investors. The FSAP analysis indicates that without transitional measures, a significant share of life 
insurers would not be able to meet regulatory requirements in the baseline scenario. Medium-size companies are 
the most affected, as they largely rely on guaranteed return products as source of income and do not benefit 
from the same amount of international diversification as larger companies. Thus, supervisors should demand 
action plans from firms in difficulty and keep safety net arrangements under review. 

Links: Staff Report, Selected Issues Report 
Keywords: Article IV Consultation, FSAP 

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16202.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16203.pdf
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Report on Financial 
System Stability 
Assessment as Part 
of the Financial 
Sector Assessment 
Program 

- IMF 

June 29, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Report 

The IMF, as part of its FSAP on Germany, published the report on Financial System Stability Assessment (FSSA), 
along with the detailed assessment of observance (DAO) on the Basel Core Principles for Effective Banking 
Supervision (BCP). The IMF also published technical notes on anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist 
financing (AML/CFT); stress testing the banking and insurance sector; insurance sector supervision; fund 
management; crisis preparedness, bank resolution and crisis management frameworks; systemic liquidity and 
bank funding; and a DAO on Eurex Clearing. 

The FSSA highlights that the country’s financial sector plays a key role in the global economy. The country is 
home to two global SIFIs, Deutsche Bank AG and Allianz SE, as well as to one of the largest global CCPs, Eurex 
Clearing AG. The system is also very heterogeneous, with a range of business models and a large number of 
smaller banks and insurers. Its asset management industry is the third largest in the EU, while its sovereign bond 
market is a safe haven and benchmark for fixed income instruments globally. The regulatory landscape has 
changed profoundly with strengthened solvency and liquidity regulations for banks (CRR and CRD IV) and the 
introduction of macro-prudential tools. The establishment of the SSM has positively impacted the supervision of 
the banking system as a whole, while the bank resolution regime has been significantly strengthened following 
the implementation of the EU BRRD.  

Introduction of Solvency II enhanced the regulatory and supervisory regime for insurance, leading to a more risk-
based approach. The framework for Financial Markets Infrastructure (FMIs) has been strengthened by the 
European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR). Germany is making progress toward compliance with the new 
EU Directives on Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities (UCITS) and Alternative 
Investment Fund Managers (AIFMD). Overall, there is welcome emphasis on quantitative analysis to augment 
the traditional qualitative and relationship-based supervision. The key risks facing the financial system reflect 
euro area and global developments as well as characteristics unique to the domestic financial architecture: 

» The ongoing transition to the new supervisory and resolution architecture may give rise to decision-making 
and implementation frictions.  

» Low profitability, rooted in banks’ and insurers’ business models, is exacerbated by the low interest rates.  

» A global growth shock, sharp downturn in emerging markets, or renewed tensions in the euro area could 
lead to a rapid hike in global risk premia and asset price volatility. 

» The uncertainties associated with the possibility of British exit from the EU weigh on the outlook. 

The DAO on BCP shows that the banking supervision in Germany is conducted by three authorities: BaFin, 
Bundesbank, and, since 2014, also the ECB. The SSM—the banking supervision mechanism in place in the euro 
area member states comprising the European Central Bank (ECB) and the national competent authorities—
entered into operation on November 04, 2014. In the SSM, credit institutions are categorized as “significant” or 
“less significant.” The ECB directly supervises the significant institutions, which includes 21 banking groups in 
Germany. Among the significant institutions directly supervised by the ECB, one German bank (Deutsche Bank) 
is included in the Financial Stability Board list of G-SIBs for 2016. The national competent authorities—in the 
case of Germany, BaFin and Bundesbank—supervise the less significant institutions, under the general oversight 
of the ECB. The institutions supervised by BaFin are divided into four groups: commercial banks (182), 
institutions belonging to the savings bank sector (425), institutions belonging to the cooperative sector (1,052), 
and other institutions (121). The group comprising commercial banks includes major banks, private commercial 
banks, and subsidiaries of foreign banks. The savings bank sector comprises public-sector and independent 
savings banks, along with the Landesbanken. In addition to the primary credit cooperatives, the cooperative 
sector also includes DZ Bank and WGZ Bank due to their financial ties. The group of other institutions comprises 
building societies (Bausparkassen), Pfandbrief banks, securities trading banks, and development banks operated 
by the federal government and the federal states. At the close of 2014, BaFin was supervising 12 private and 9 
public sector building societies. 

The financial sector regulation in Germany covers all relevant areas (banking, insurance, and securities). As a 
member state of the EU, large parts of the German framework are rooted in the transposition or implementation 
of EU directives and directly applicable EU regulations. Specific national rules exist where topics considered 
relevant are not regulated by EU law or where EU law leaves room for additional national rules. Furthermore, 
BaFin as an integrated supervisory authority is member of the ESAs. 

Links: FSSA Report, DAO on BCP, Technical Note: AML/CFT, Technical Note: Stress Testing the Banking and Insurance Sectors, 
Technical Note : Insurance Sector Supervision, Technical Note : Fund Management, Technical Note : Crisis Preparedness, Bank 
Resolution and Crisis Management Frameworks, Technical Note : Systemic Liquidity and Bank Funding, DAO on the Eurex Clearing 
AG Observance of PFMI 
Keywords: FSAP, FSSA, Stress Testing 

  

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16189.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16196.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16190.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16191.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16192.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16193.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16194.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16194.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16195.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16197.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16197.pdf
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Switzerland 

Key Developments 

Assessment of Basel 
III Frameworks for 
Global and Domestic 
Systemically 
Important Banks 

- Basel Committee 

June 16, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Report 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision published a report summarizing the findings of the RCAP 
Assessment Team on the domestic adoption of the Basel G-SIB framework in Switzerland.  

The report also presents a review of the Swiss D-SIB framework. Unlike the G-SIB assessment, this review was 
not graded, consistent with the high-level, principles-based nature of the Committee’s D-SIB framework. 

The Swiss G-SIB framework came into force in March 2012 through the Swiss too-big-to-fail legislation. The 
framework, which is being reviewed, has been periodically updated since then. Credit Suisse and UBS are two G-
SIBs based in Switzerland. The G-SIB framework in Switzerland has been assessed as “Compliant” with the Basel 
G-SIB framework. “Compliant is the highest overall grade. The two subcomponents of the G-SIB framework, 
higher loss absorbency and disclosure requirements, have been assessed as “Largely Compliant” and 
“Compliant,” respectively. 

A revised too-big-to-fail framework will enter into force in Switzerland on July 01, 2016. The assessment team 
has not reviewed the revised regulations in detail but, based on discussions with the Swiss authorities, the new 
framework is likely to rectify several of the deviations identified with respect to the G-SIB framework. Certain 
aspects of the G-SIB framework in Switzerland are more conservative than the Basel framework. This includes 
the minimum capital requirements and the capital conservation standards applied to Swiss G-SIBs. These aspects 
have not been taken into account for the final assessment of compliance, as per the agreed assessment 
methodology. 

The assessment team’s review of the Swiss D-SIB framework found it to be broadly aligned with the Basel 
Committee’s D-SIB principles. The Swiss framework, which was finalized in 2012 and has been in force since 
2013, does not formally distinguish between G-SIBs and D-SIBs. The Swiss systemically important bank (SIB) 
framework is partially based on the G-SIB assessment methodology, but also supplements this with country-
specific and, in some cases, bank-specific factors to identify SIBs. All designated SIBs must hold the same amount 
of CET1 capital (10%) as higher loss absorbency, along with a bank-specific amount of “progressive” capital. 

Link: Report 
Keywords: D-SIB, G-SIB, RCAP 

Consultation on 
“Credit risks – banks” 
Circular  

- FINMA 

June 13, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: 
Proposed Rule 

The FINMA has aligned its circular “Credit risks – banks” with the revised international Basel III banking 
standards, enhancing capital requirements for derivatives, CCP positions, fund investments, and securitizations. 

The Basel Committee has revised international Basel III banking standards on credit risk. The revision focused on 
adjusting credit-risk regulations at a technical level and not on adapting the underlying principles. In line with the 
Federal Council’s strategy for adopting the key international financial standards, these adjustments will now be 
incorporated into Swiss legislation. The Federal Council is therefore amending the Capital Adequacy Ordinance, 
on which the Federal Department of Finance has opened a hearing, while FINMA is also running a consultation on 
the revised Circular 2008/19 “Credit risks – banks” during the same period. The Ordinance and the Circular 
should both come into force on January 01, 2017; the rules on revised capital requirements for securitizations in 
the banking book, however, are scheduled to be put into effect on January 01, 2018. 

The current exposure method for determining credit equivalent amounts for derivatives was drawn up in the 
nineties and is no longer appropriate. It does not adequately reflect the market volatility observed during the 
financial crisis, nor does it distinguish between secured and unsecured derivative transactions. It will thus be 
replaced by a standardized approach, the purpose of which is to eliminate the weaknesses identified. In addition, 
capital requirements for fund investments have also been enhanced. For instance, if banks include high-risk 
positions in funds, insufficient capital requirements for those funds should be prevented. This adjustment is a 
result of the work performed by the FSB to monitor and regulate shadow banking closely. New securitization 
rules in the banking book will also eliminate shortcomings in the current regulation. Due to the complexity of 
some of these rules, FINMA is allowing smaller banks (approximately 90% of all banks operating in Switzerland) 
to apply a simplified approach to derivative positions and fund investments. 

Comments Due Date: September 15, 2016 
Effective Date: N/A 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Link: Press Release 
Keywords: Basel III, Credit Risk  

 

http://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d370.pdf
https://www.finma.ch/en/news/2016/06/20160613---mm---rs-kreditrisiko/
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United Kingdom 

Key Developments 

Regulated Fees and 
Levies for 2016–17 

- PRA 

June 30, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Statement 

The Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) policy statement (PS18/16) summarizes the feedback received on 
CP10/16 and provides the PRA’s response. It sets out the final fee rates and rules to recover the PRA’s Annual 
Funding Requirement and ring-fencing implementation fee for the financial period March 01, 2016 to February 
28, 2017. This policy statement is relevant to all PRA-authorized firms. The PRA published, in March 2016, the 
consultation paper CP10/16, to consult on: 

» Fee rates to meet the PRA’s 2016/17 Annual Funding Requirement 

» Fee rates in respect of a ring-fencing implementation fee 

» A new single rate authorization fee for credit unions 

CP10/16 also set out how the PRA intends to refund unspent budget from the 2015/16 Annual Funding 
Requirement, 2015/16 Solvency II special project fee, and application of the retained penalties for 2015/16.  

Link: Policy Statement 
Keywords: Fees and Levies, PS18/16 

Policy and 
Supervisory 
Statements: The 
Contractual 
Recognition of Bail-In 

- PRA 

June 29, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The PRA published PS 17/16 and SS7/16 addressing the broad scope of the contractual recognition requirement 
and acknowledging that the inclusion of contractual recognition language is in some instances impracticable.  

The policy statement (PS 17/16) provides feedback on responses to the consultation paper CP 8/16 and is titled 
“The contractual recognition of bail-in: amendments to Prudential Regulation Authority rules.” It sets out the 
final rules and supervisory statement intended to implement Article 55 of the BRRD. Article 55 requires firms to 
include, in certain non-EU law contracts governing liabilities, a term by which the relevant creditor or party to 
the contract recognizes that the liability may be bailed in by the BOE as resolution authority.  

The rules will come into force on August 01, 2016, instead of July 01 as anticipated in CP8/16. The amendments 
to the PRA Rulebook follow a modification by consent issued by the PRA in November 2015. The modification 
provided an interim solution while the consultation was carried out. The modification originally “disapplied” the 
contractual recognition requirement for the January 01, 2016 to June 30, 2016 period for “phase 2” liabilities 
where compliance with the requirement was impractical. The PRA has extended the modification by one month 
until July 31, 2016; firms will be contacted to confirm whether they wish to have the extension applied. 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: August 01, 2016 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Links: PS 17/16, SS7/16 
Keywords: Bail-In, BRRD, PS17/16, SS7/16 

http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/pra/Pages/publications/ps/2016/ps1816.aspx
http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/pra/Pages/publications/ps/2016/ps1716.aspx
http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/pra/Pages/publications/ss/2016/ss716.aspx
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Staff Report for the 
2016 Article IV 
Consultation 

- IMF 

June 17, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Report 

The IMF published its staff report in the context of the 2016 Article IV consultation with the UK. The report 
highlights that major financial sector reforms have been adopted since the crisis, helping bolster resilience and 
requiring banks to increase buffers in their balance sheets. The progress was assessed in detail during this Article 
IV consultation, as part of the IMF’s FSAP, which analyzes financial sector health and associated policies.  

The post-crisis regulatory reform has resulted in a notable improvement in financial sector soundness. A robust 
and intrusive approach to prudential supervision and regulation will be essential as the financial cycle matures. 
Also, the Executive Directors concurred with the findings and recommendations of the Financial System Stability 
Assessment (FSSA) report, including the need to further strengthen analysis on interconnectedness, ensure close 
scrutiny of banks’ internal models, and complete the resolution reform agenda. Directors also welcomed the 
authorities’ efforts to deepen their understanding of the “de-risking” phenomenon and encouraged them to 
develop tailored responses. The FSSA finds that the balance sheets of UK banks continue to strengthen, in line 
with tougher regulatory capital and liquidity requirements. 

The authorities welcomed the analysis in the FSAP and broadly agreed with its main recommendations. They 
agreed that post-crisis reforms had significantly bolstered financial sector resilience, though challenges remain 
and financial sector supervision and regulation would need to remain vigilant as the financial cycle matured. The 
Financial Policy Committee is expected to gradually raise the CCB over time, as it considered a buffer of 1% to be 
the appropriate level for the normal phase of the financial cycle.  

The authorities also noted that non-traditional risks, such as those related to cyber-security, were gaining 
prominence and required close attention. On “de-risking,” the authorities agreed that it was important to better 
understand the drivers of this phenomenon and were undertaking substantial analysis in this area. 

Links: Country Report, FSSA 
Keywords: Article IV Consultation, FSAP, FSSA 

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16168.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16167.pdf
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Financial Sector 
Assessment Program: 
Reports on Financial 
System Stability 
Assessment and 
Observance of Basel 
Core Principles, 
Along With Technical 
Notes 

- IMF 

June 17, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Report 

The IMF, as part of its FSAP, published the report on FSSA, on the UK, along with the Detailed Assessment of 
Observance (DAO) on the Basel core principles for effective banking supervision. IMF also published technical 
notes on anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing (AML/CFT), systemic risk and 
interconnectedness analysis, stress testing the banking sector, BoE’s stress testing framework, and fund 
management and equity trading platforms. The key highlights of the assessment follow: 

» Financial system. The FSSA report highlights that the country has a large, complex, and globally 
interconnected financial system. At nearly GBP 20 trillion, the sum of financial assets owned by all financial 
institutions (excluding BoE) is over ten times the UK’s annual GDP. About half of this is accounted for by 
banks. This compares with a ratio of 8.8 in the Netherlands, 5.6 in Switzerland, 6.4 in Japan, and 3.9 in the 
U.S. and is exceeded only by Hong Kong SAR and some offshore financial centers. Four banks and two 
insurers are classified as globally systemically important. The UK’s insurance sector is the largest in Europe 
and the third largest in the world. It hosts the largest fund management industry and many of the most 
important equity trading platforms in Europe, along with two of the largest central counterparties (CCPs) in 
the world. 

» Post-crisis reforms. The UK authorities are advanced in the implementation of the international post-crisis 
reform agenda for banking regulation which they have actively helped shape. As a member of the EU, the 
U.K. is implementing the Single Rulebook, whose backbone is represented by the 2013 Capital 
Requirements Derivative (CRD) and Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR). Furthermore, it is preparing to 
adopt the FSB standard on total loss-absorbing capacity (TLAC) in the form of the Minimum Required 
Eligible Liabilities (MREL). Remuneration rules were introduced in 2009 in response to the FSB Principles & 
Standards on Sound Compensation practices and came into effect in January 2010. These reforms, coupled 
with a more rigorous supervisory approach, underpin the very high degree of compliance with the Basel 
Core Principles for effective banking supervision established during this FSAP: the UK has been assessed to 
be compliant or largely compliant with all core principles. 

» Insurance supervision. The report also highlights that the insurance supervisory assessment in the FSAP 
targeted selected areas particularly relevant for systemic stability in the current conjuncture. These 
included the new supervisory approach of the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) and the Financial 
Conduct Authority (FCA), along with the level of implementation of Solvency II, including the internal 
model approval process, group supervision, and reporting requirements. The insurance supervision is shared 
between the PRA and the FCA. Despite the progress made, challenges remain in how group supervision is 
conducted in the EU under Solvency II. Supervisory arbitrage remains a risk, even within the EU. While 
regulation is equivalent in all EU jurisdictions, important differences remain in supervisory practices. 

» Fund management. The FSAP focused on the regulation and supervision of fund management and equity 
trading platforms due to the sectors’ size and potential for cross-border spillovers. The U.K. has the largest 
fund management market in Europe. The total authorized investment fund assets under management by 
U.K. fund managers amount to nearly 95% of the UK GDP; more than half of these assets belong to foreign-
domiciled funds. The UK also hosts some of the most important European equity trading platforms: 11 UK-
based exchanges and multilateral trading facilities (MTFs) conduct almost half of all on-platform equity 
trading in Europe. The eight UK-based “dark” (non-pre-transparent) trading platforms dominate European 
dark trading with a market share of about 85%. In addition, many UK-based brokers (banks and investment 
firms) operate their own over-the-counter electronic crossing networks—Broker Crossing Networks. 

» Financial market infrastructure. Supervision of financial market infrastructures (FMIs) in the U.K. has been 
significantly strengthened in recent years. The decision to make BOE the lead supervisor for all FMIs enabled 
a consistent implementation of the PFMI across all types of FMIs. The combination of FMI supervision, the 
PRA’s prudential supervision of FMI participants, and central bank services under one roof also allows for a 
more comprehensive view of FMI resilience. As a result, the risk management of UK FMIs has improved, 
contributing to their greater safety and soundness. As documented in the accompanying technical note on 
FMI oversight, the BOE has required improvements in the governance structure of all types of FMIs. CCPs 
models for credit and liquidity risks have been upgraded and model validation procedures have been 
strengthened. The largest retail payment systems have introduced prefunding as a tool to mitigate 
settlement risk. 

Links: FSSA Report, DAO On the Basel Core Principles for Effective Banking Supervision, Technical Note: AML/CFT, Technical Note: 
Systemic Risk and Interconnectedness Analysis, Technical Note: Stress Testing the Banking Sector, Technical Note: BOE’s Stress 
Testing Framework, Technical Note: Fund Management and Equity Trading Platforms 
Keywords: FSAP, FSSA, Stress Testing 
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The FED announced the results of the 2016 Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR).  

Out of the 33 bank holding companies (BHCs) participating in this CCAR, the FED did not object to the capital 
plans of 30 BHCs. However, it objected to the capital plans of Deutsche Bank Trust Corporation and Santander 
Holdings USA, Inc. based on qualitative concerns. The FED did not object to the capital plan of Morgan Stanley 
also, but requires the firm to submit a new capital plan by the end of the fourth quarter of 2016 to address certain 
weaknesses in its capital planning processes. The FED did not object to any capital plans based on quantitative 
grounds. M&T Bank Corporation, however, met minimum capital requirements on a post-stress basis after 
submitting an adjusted capital action. 

The common equity capital ratio—which compares high-quality capital to risk-weighted assets—of the 33 BHCs in 
the 2016 CCAR has more than doubled from 5.5% in the first quarter of 2009 to 12.2% in the first quarter of 2016. 
This reflects an increase of more than USD 700 billion in common equity capital to a total of USD 1.2 trillion 
during the period. "Over the six years in which CCAR has been in place, the participating firms have strengthened 
their capital positions and improved their risk-management capacities," said the FED Governor Daniel K. Tarullo. 

CCAR, which is now in its sixth year, evaluates the capital planning processes and capital adequacy of the largest 
U.S.-based BHCs, including the firms' planned capital actions such as dividend payments and share buybacks and 
issuances. Strong capital levels act as a cushion to absorb losses and help ensure that banking organizations have 
the ability to lend to households and businesses even in times of stress. 

When considering a firm's capital plan, the FED considers both quantitative and qualitative factors. Quantitative 
factors include a firm's projected capital ratios under a hypothetical scenario of severe economic and financial 
market stress. Qualitative factors include the strength of the firm's capital planning process, which incorporate the 
risk management, internal controls, and governance practices that support the process. The FED may object to a 
capital plan based on quantitative or qualitative concerns. If the FED objects to a capital plan, a firm may not make 
any capital distribution, unless expressly authorized by the FED. 

Links: Press Release, CCAR 2016 Results 
Keywords: CCAR, Dodd-Frank Act, Stress Testing 

Alternatives to 
References to Credit 
Ratings for 
Permissible 
Activities for 
Foreign Branches of 
Insured State 
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and Pledge of 
Assets by Insured 
Domestic Branches 
of Foreign Banks 

- FDIC 

June 28, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: 
Proposed Rule 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) issued a proposed rule (12 CFR Part 347) to amend its 
international banking regulations (“Part 347”) consistent with section 939A of the Dodd-Frank Act and the FDIC's 
authority under section 5(c) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act. Section 939A directs each federal agency to 
review and modify regulations that reference credit ratings. The proposed rule would amend the provisions of 
subparts A and B of Part 347 that reference credit ratings.  

Subpart A, which sets forth the FDIC's requirements for insured state nonmember banks that operate foreign 
branches, would be amended to replace references to credit ratings in the definition of “investment grade” with a 
standard of creditworthiness that has been adopted in other federal regulations that conform with section 939A. 
Subpart B would be amended to revise the FDIC's asset pledge requirement for insured U.S. branches of foreign 
banks. The eligibility criteria for the types of assets that foreign banks may pledge would be amended by replacing 
the references to credit ratings with the revised definition of “investment grade.”  

The proposed rule would apply this investment grade standard to each type of “pledgeable” asset, establish a 
liquidity requirement for such assets, and subject them to a fair value discount. The proposed rule would also 
introduce cash as a new asset type that foreign banks may pledge under subpart B and create a separate asset 
category expressly for debt securities issued by government-sponsored enterprises. 

Comments Due Date: August 29, 2016 
Effective Date: N/A 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Link: Proposed Rules  
Keywords: Alternatives to Credit Ratings, Dodd-Frank Act 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/bcreg/20160629a.htm
http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/bcreg/bcreg20160629a1.pdf
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2016-06-28/pdf/2016-15096.pdf
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Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) is adopting the final rule (17 CFR Part 45 ) on swap data reporting 
in connection with cleared swaps for swap data repositories (SDRs), derivatives clearing organizations (DCOs), 
designated contract markets, swap execution facilities (SEFs), swap dealers (SDs), major swap participants (MSPs), 
and swap counterparties who are neither SDs nor MSPs. 

The Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) provisions relating to swap data recordkeeping and reporting were added by 
the Dodd-Frank Act. These regulations adopt, without change, revisions to the Commission regulations as 
proposed in the notice of proposed rulemaking issued on August 31, 2015.  

These revisions clarify regulations to clearly delineate the swap data reporting requirements associated with each 
of the swaps involved in a cleared swap transaction. Additionally, these revisions leave the choice of swap data 
repository for each swap in a cleared swap transaction to the entity submitting the first report on such swap. The 
compliance date for all revisions and additions to part 45 of the Commission’s regulations under this final rule is 
December 27, 2016. Until such date, all existing reporting obligations under part 45 (other than those contained in 
removed paragraph (b)(2)(ii) of § 45.4), including existing obligations on reporting continuation data on original 
swaps and creation and continuation data on clearing swaps, shall remain in effect. 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: July 27, 2016 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Link: Final Rule  
Keywords: Dodd-Frank Act, Regulatory Reporting, Swap 

Record Retention 
Requirements  

- FDIC 

June 27, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The FDIC is adopting a final rule (12 CFR Part 380) that implements section 210(a)(16)(D) of the Dodd-Frank Act. 
This statutory provision requires the promulgation of a regulation establishing schedules for the retention by the 
FDIC of the records of a covered financial company (that is, a financial company for which the necessary 
determination has been made for the appointment of the FDIC as receiver pursuant to Title II of the Dodd-Frank 
Act) as well as for the records generated or maintained by the FDIC that relate to its exercise of its Title II orderly 
liquidation authorities as receiver with respect to such covered financial company.  

The final rule emphasizes that receivership records, those records generated and maintained by the FDIC as it 
conducts a receivership, shall be retained indefinitely for as long as there is a present or reasonably foreseeable 
future evidentiary or historical need for them. In addition, the final rule sets a minimum retention standard during 
which, in effect, evidentiary need is conclusively presumed. The minimum period is a six-year minimum retention 
period for all receivership records measured from the termination of the receivership. In the case of a three-year 
receivership, it would establish a minimum retention period of nine years. 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: July 27, 2016 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Link: Final Rule 
Keywords: Dodd-Frank Act, Receivership Records, Record Retention Requirements 

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2016-06-27/pdf/2016-14414.pdf
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2016-06-27/pdf/2016-15020.pdf
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Type of Information: 
Report 

The FED announced the results of supervisory stress tests for the bank holding companies (BHCs) that participated 
in the DFAST 2016 program. This is the sixth round of stress tests led by the FED since 2009 and the fourth round 
required by the Dodd-Frank Act. The 33 firms tested represent more than 80% of the domestic banking assets. 
The FED uses its own independent projections of losses and incomes for each firm.  

The results reveal that the nation's largest BHCs continue to build their capital levels and improve their credit 
quality, strengthening their ability to lend to households and businesses during a severe recession. The most 
severe hypothetical scenario (that is, severely adverse scenario) projects that loan losses at the 33 participating 
BHCs would total USD 385 billion during the nine quarters tested. This scenario features a severe global recession, 
with the domestic unemployment rate rising five percentage points, accompanied by a heightened period of 
financial stress and negative yields for short-term U.S. Treasury securities. The firms' aggregate CET 1 capital ratio, 
which compares high-quality capital to RWAs, would fall from an actual 12.3% in the fourth quarter of 2015 to a 
minimum level of 8.4% in the hypothetical stress scenario. These firms have added more than USD 700 billion in 
common equity capital since 2009. 

In addition to releasing results under the severely adverse hypothetical scenario, the FED also released results 
from the adverse scenario, which features a moderate recession and mild deflation in the U.S. In this scenario, the 
aggregate common equity capital ratio of the 33 firms fell from an actual 12.3% in the fourth quarter of 2015 to a 
minimum level of 10.5%.  

FED’s stress scenario estimates use deliberately stringent and conservative assessments under hypothetical 
economic and financial market conditions. The results are not forecasts or expected outcomes. The Dodd-Frank 
Act stress tests are one component of the FED's analysis during the CCAR, which is an annual exercise to evaluate 
the capital planning processes and capital adequacy of large BHCs. CCAR results will be released on June 29 2016. 

Links: Press Release, DFAST 2016 Results   
Keywords: CCAR, Dodd-Frank Act, DFAST, Stress Testing  

http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/bcreg/20160623a.htm
http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/bcreg/bcreg20160623a1.pdf
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Annual Report, 2016 
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Type of Information: 
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The Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) published its annual report for 2016, which covers a range of 
issues, including significant financial market and regulatory developments, potential emerging threats to the 
financial stability of the United States, and the activities of the Council. The report also makes recommendations 
on enhancing the integrity, efficiency, competitiveness, and stability of the U.S. financial markets. This sixth 
annual report highlights key developments during the year: 

» The FED finalized a rule requiring G-SIBs to increase their holdings of common equity relative to RWAs and 
proposed standards for mandatory long-term debt and total loss-absorbing capacity for G-SIBs.  

» The FED and the FDIC completed their review of the 2015 resolution plans of eight of the largest, most 
complex U.S. BHCs. The agencies jointly determined that five of the firms had submitted plans that were not 
up to the mark and have notified these firms of the deficiencies in their plans. All eight firms were informed of 
the steps they must take in response to the agencies’ findings.  

» The International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA) expanded the scope of its Universal Resolution 
Stay Protocol to cover SFTs.  

» In February 2016, the CFTC and the EC announced a common approach to the supervision of CCPs operating 
in the U.S. and the EU. The U.S. prudential regulators and the CFTC issued rules establishing minimum margin 
requirements for swaps that are not cleared through CCPs. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 
finalized rules setting reporting requirements for securities-based swaps and establishing a process for the 
registration of securities-based SDs and major securities-based swap participants.  

» The Office of Financial Research (OFR), FED, and SEC collaborated on pilot projects to improve the collection 
and analysis of data on SFTs. These and other actions undertaken over the last year can be expected to make 
the largest, most interconnected financial institutions more resilient, improve regulators’ and firm managers’ 
ability to manage potential distress at such institutions, and reduce the impact of contagion that may arise 
from interconnections among firms and markets.  

» Since May 2015, SEC has issued several proposed rules affecting the asset management industry. The SEC has 
proposed rules to enhance data reporting for registered investment companies and registered investment 
advisers of separately managed accounts and to strengthen liquidity risk management programs and 
disclosure for registered funds. Rules were also proposed to limit the amount of leverage that registered 
investment companies may obtain through derivatives transactions. 

Despite these important, positive steps, this report identifies a number of structural vulnerabilities and emerging 
threats in the U.S. financial system that require action from market participants, regulators, and policymakers. In 
addition, the Council continued its analysis of potential financial stability risks that may arise from certain asset 
management products and activities. Based on this work, the Council identified areas of potential financial 
stability risks and, in April 2016, publicly issued a written update regarding its evaluation.  

The Council remains focused on taking steps to appropriately address threats to financial stability. Recently, a 
federal court rescinded the Council’s designation of a nonbank financial company (NBFC) for FED supervision and 
enhanced prudential standards. The government is appealing the court’s decision. The Council’s authority to 
designate NBFCs remains a critical tool to address potential threats to financial stability and the Council will 
continue to defend vigorously the nonbank designations process. 

Links: Brief Summary of Annual Report, 2016 Annual Report, Previous Annual Reports 
Keywords: Annual Report 

Updated Forms and 
Instructions: FR Y-
14A, FR Y-14M, and 
FR Y-14Q 

- FED 

June 20, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The FED has published the updated forms FR Y-14A, FR Y-14M, and FR Y-14Q, along with instructions, under the 
“Reporting Forms” webpage on the FED website. These forms are used to collect data monthly, quarterly, and 
annually. 

The FR Y-14A report collects detailed data on BHCs and intermediate holding companies' (IHCs) quantitative 
projections of balance sheet assets and liabilities, income, losses, and capital across a range of macroeconomic 
scenarios and qualitative information on methodologies used to develop internal projections of capital across 
scenarios. The FR Y-14M report collects monthly detailed data on BHCs and IHCs’ loan portfolios while the FR Y-
14Q collects quarterly detailed data on BHCs and IHCs’ various asset classes, capital components, and categories 
of pre-provision net revenue (PPNR). 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: N/A 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
  
Link: Reporting Forms Webpage 
Keywords: CCAR, FR Y-14, Regulatory Reporting  

https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/news/Documents/FSOC%202016%20Annual%20Report%20Press%20Release.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/studies-reports/Documents/FSOC%202016%20Annual%20Report.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/studies-reports/Pages/2016-Annual-Report.aspx
http://www.federalreserve.gov/apps/reportforms/default.aspx
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Type of Information: 
Statement 

The four federal financial institution regulatory agencies (FED, FDIC, NCUA, and OCC) issued a joint statement on 
the Accounting Standards Update (ASU) No. 2016-13 titled “Financial Instruments—Credit Losses (Topic 326): 
Measurement of Credit Losses on Financial Instruments”; this ASU was issued by the FASB. The joint statement 
also provides initial supervisory views regarding the standard's implementation.  

The new accounting standard applies to all banks, savings associations, credit unions, and financial institution 
holding companies, regardless of asset size. The standard allows for various ECL estimation methods and is 
scalable. The standard will become effective in 2020 for financial institutions required to file financial statements 
with the U.S. SEC or the appropriate federal banking agency under the federal securities laws. The new accounting 
standard will take effect in 2021 for all other financial institutions. Early adoption is permitted, but no earlier than 
in 2019. 

The agencies encourage financial institutions to begin planning implementation of the new standard and ensure 
that appropriate institution staff works closely with their senior executives and boards of directors during this 
transition. Institutions are encouraged to plan for the potential impact of the new standard on capital in advance 
of the new standard's effective date. 

Links: Joint Press Release, Joint Statement 
Keywords: ASU 2016-13, CECL, ECL 

Trade 
Acknowledgment 
and Verification of 
Security-Based 
Swap Transactions 

- SEC 

June 17, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

SEC published the final rule (SEC 17 CFR Part 240) on Trade Acknowledgment and Verification of Security-Based 
Swap (SBS) Transactions. It requires SBS dealers and major SBS participants to provide trade acknowledgments 
and to verify those trade acknowledgments in SBS transactions. SEC adopted rules 15Fi–1 and 15Fi–2 under the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, which are in accordance with Section 764(a) of Title VII of the Dodd-Frank Act.  

SEC is also amending Rule 3a71–6 under the Securities Exchange Act to address the potential availability of 
substituted compliance in connection with those trade acknowledgment and verification requirements. If SEC has 
made a positive substituted compliance determination with respect to a foreign regulatory regime, registered 
foreign SBS Entities subject to that regulatory regime may be able to satisfy their Title VII trade acknowledgment 
and verification requirements by alternatively complying with trade confirmation requirements of the foreign 
jurisdiction. 

As per the CFTC Trade Confirmation rules, of the 55 entities that may register with SEC as SBS entities, up to 35 
may also register with the CFTC as either SDs or major swap participants. As per the Foreign Trade Confirmation 
rules, EC has established trade confirmation rules as part of the EMIR. As with the CFTC confirmation rules, EMIR 
confirmation rules distinguish between financial and non-financial counterparties. Additionally, the market is 
expected to conform to a common standard for transmitting trade acknowledgments such as Financial products 
Markup Language (FpML) or Financial Information eXchange Markup Language (FIXML). However, smaller 
counterparties with low levels of SBS activity may not have the infrastructure in place to receive electronic 
communications in FpML or FIXML format. 
Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: August 16, 2016 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
  
Link: Final Rule 
Keywords: SBS, Substituted Compliance, Trade Confirmation 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/bcreg/20160617b.htm
http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/bcreg/bcreg20160617b1.pdf
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2016-06-17/pdf/2016-13915.pdf
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Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) today issued an Accounting Standards Update (ASU) that 
improves financial reporting by requiring timelier recording of credit losses on loans and other financial 
instruments held by financial institutions and other organizations.  

The ASU requires an organization to measure all ECLs for financial assets held at the reporting date, based on 
historical experience, current conditions, and reasonable and supportable forecasts. Financial institutions and 
other organizations will now use forward-looking information to better inform their credit loss estimates. The ASU 
requires enhanced disclosures to help investors and other financial statement users better understand significant 
estimates and judgments used in estimating credit losses. Additionally, the ASU amends the accounting for credit 
losses on available-for-sale debt securities and purchased financial assets with credit deterioration. 

The ASU on credit losses will take effect for U.S. SEC filers for fiscal years, and interim periods within those fiscal 
years, beginning after December 15, 2019. For public companies that are not SEC filers, the ASU on credit losses 
will take effect for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2020 and for interim periods within those fiscal years. 
For all other organizations, the ASU on credit losses will take effect for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 
2020 and for interim periods within fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2021. Early application will be 
permitted for all organizations for fiscal years and interim periods within those fiscal years, beginning after 
December 15, 2018. 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: N/A 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Link: News Release 
Keywords: ASU 2016-13, CECL, ECL  

http://www.fasb.org/cs/ContentServer?c=FASBContent_C&pagename=FASB%2FFASBContent_C%2FNewsPage&cid=1176168232900
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Type of Information: 
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Richard Berner, a Director with the Office of Financial Research (OFR), spoke about strengthening financial 
resilience, at a conference on “The Interplay Between Financial Regulations, Resilience, and Growth.” 

He highlighted that, last year, an OFR-wide initiative was developed. This initiative identifies core areas of 
concentration, or programs, which align OFR’s priorities to its mission. This programmatic approach initially 
comprised eight programs for coordinating OFR’s work on data, research, and analysis, although the number of 
programs is expected to increase over time. The OFR director emphasized that three of these programs aim at 
improving the quality, scope, and accessibility of financial data and mentioned that three signature projects will 
initiate these programs:.  

» Improving data quality. OFR is improving the quality of financial data by promoting the use of data standards 
and developing a reference database for financial instruments. As required by statute, it is creating a master 
reference database that precisely defines and catalogs financial instruments. This work begins with data 
standardization through identifiers, which are the building blocks for these definitions. For example, the legal 
entity identifier (LEI) is like a bar code for precisely identifying parties to financial transactions. If the LEI 
system had been in place in 2008, the industry, regulators, and policymakers would have been better able to 
trace the exposures and connections of Lehman Brothers and others across the financial system. OFR has led 
the initiative to establish the LEI on a global basis. Regulators are responding to this call to require using the LEI 
in regulatory reporting. Globally, work is being done on transaction and product identifiers. OFR is 
collaborating with CPMI-IOSCO and the CFTC on swap data reporting. 

» Filling data gaps. Data gaps persist in securities financing transactions, including repurchase agreements (repo) 
and securities lending. The markets for these critical short-term funding instruments remain vulnerable to runs 
and asset fire sales. Yet comprehensive data on so-called bilateral repo transactions are scant. Therefore, OFR 
has mapped the sources and uses of such funds and of collateral to better understand these markets, assess 
risks, and identify gaps in available data. It has also launched pilot projects with the FED and SEC to understand 
how to fill the gaps in data for bilateral repo and securities lending transactions with permanent collections.  

» Improving data accessibility. OFR is also working to improve data accessibility in the global regulatory 
community by creating and promoting the linking of metadata catalogs. Metadata catalogs will not only 
improve transparency by enabling policymakers and ultimately the public to know about data and use them 
appropriately and to understand where the data need improvement. Linking them across regulatory 
boundaries and jurisdictions will help officials marshal the data to understand and monitor risks globally. OFR 
is also promoting the use of best practices for data sharing by adopting robust agreements with explicit 
governance and controls for data security. Additionally, five programs are being developed to direct and 
structure the monitoring of threats to financial stability and to support the research and analysis. 

The OFR director discussed some additional programs: 

» One program will identify, assess, measure, and monitor risks in CCPs. Clearing financial transactions through 
CCPs promises significant benefits in reducing counterparty default risk, but central clearing also creates a 
single point of vulnerability for the failure of the system—the CCP—that must be managed carefully.  

» A second program will focus on developing and improving the monitoring tools. 

» A third program will evaluate and assess how to improve stress tests for banks and nonbanks, and system-
wide. This responds to the Dodd-Frank mandate to evaluate and report on stress tests.  

» A fourth program is focused on assessing and measuring risks arising from changes in market structure, 
including from the spread of algorithmic and high-frequency trading, and how those changes affect market 
function and liquidity. This program is focused on risks in financial institutions, in which we are evaluating and 
assessing bank capital and liquidity regulation, including unintended consequences, conflicts, and 
complementarities.  

Mr. Berner emphasized that these programs “hold great promise for informing how policymakers can enhance the 
resilience of the financial system. In pursuing them, we must recognize that financial innovation and the migration 
of financial activity across the system will add to our challenges.” 

Link: Speech 
Keywords: Data Gaps, Financial Instruments Reference Database, LEI, Stress Testing 

https://financialresearch.gov/public-appearances/2016/06/16/conference-on-the-interplay-between-financial-regulations-resilliance-and-growth/
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Proposed 
Amendment to the 
Clearing 
Requirements for 
Interest Rate Swaps  

- CFTC 

June 16, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: 
Proposed Rule 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) is proposing to amend (17 CFR Part 50) its rules to establish a 
new clearing requirement for interest rate swaps under section 2(h) of the CEA.  

The amended regulation would require that interest rate swaps denominated in certain currencies or having 
certain termination dates should be submitted for clearing by persons required to do so under the pertinent 
section of the CEA to a registered or an exempt DCO. With respect to the currency specification, the Commission 
limited the interest rate swaps required to be cleared to those denominated in U.S. dollars (USD), Euros (EUR), 
British pounds (GBP), and Japanese yen (JPY).  

The clearing requirement determination proposed to amend the First Clearing Requirement Determination, to add 
a requirement to clear fixed-to floating interest rate swaps denominated in nine additional currencies. These 
additional currencies are Australian dollar (AUD), Canadian dollar (CAD), Hong Kong dollar (HKD), Mexican peso 
(MXN), Norwegian krone (NOK), Polish zloty (PLN), Singapore dollar (SGD), Swedish krona (SEK), and Swiss franc 
(CHF). 

Comments Due Date: July 18, 2016 
Effective Date: N/A 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
  
Link: Proposed Rule 
Keywords: Clearing, Currencies, Swaps 

Assessment of Basel 
III Frameworks for 
Global and 
Domestic 
Systemically 
Important Banks  

- Basel Committee 

June 16, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Report 

The Basel Committee published a report summarizing the findings of the RCAP Assessment team on the domestic 
adoption of the Basel G-SIB framework in the U.S. The report also presents a review of the U.S. D-SIB framework. 
Unlike the G-SIB assessment, this review was not graded, consistent with the high-level, principles-based nature of 
the Committee’s D-SIB framework. 

The U.S. regulation implementing the G-SIB higher loss absorbency requirements was published in August 2015. 
The regulation implementing the G-SIB disclosure and reporting requirements was issued in December 2012 and 
has been periodically updated since. The country has eight G-SIBs: Bank of America, Bank of New York Mellon, 
Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan Chase, Morgan Stanley, State Street, and Wells Fargo. The G-SIB framework 
in the U.S. has been assessed as Compliant with the Basel G-SIB framework. This is the highest overall grade. 
Higher loss absorbency and disclosure requirements both the subcomponents of the G-SIB framework, have also 
been assessed as Compliant. The assessment team identified one issue on the use of non-euro-based thresholds 
for disclosure and reporting, where further clarification is sought from the Basel Committee. 

Some aspects of the G-SIB framework in the U.S. are more conservative than those of the Basel framework. This 
includes an alternative assessment methodology that generally results in higher minimum capital requirements 
and broader and more frequent disclosure requirements. These aspects have not been taken into account for the 
final assessment of compliance, as per the agreed assessment methodology. 

The assessment team’s review of the U.S. D-SIB framework found it to be broadly aligned with the Basel 
Committee’s D-SIB principles. The U.S. D-SIB framework, finalized in 2015, replicates the G-SIB assessment 
methodology. Based on their results, the U.S. currently does not identify any additional D-SIBs beyond those 
already designated as G-SIBs. In addition to a higher loss absorbency requirement, these banks are also subject to 
additional heightened regulatory and supervisory requirements, including stress testing, capital buffers, and 
liquidity requirements, along with the strengthened expectations for risk management. 

Link: Report 
Keywords: D-SIB, G-SIB, RCAP, Stress Testing 

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2016-06-16/pdf/2016-14035.pdf
http://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d369.pdf
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Position Limits for 
Derivatives: Certain 
Exemptions and 
Guidance  

- CFTC 

June 13, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: 
Proposed Rule 

The CFTC proposed to amend certain regulations proposed in 2013 regarding exemptions from federal position 
limits and exchange-set position limits to take into account these new alternative processes. In connection with 
these changes, the Commission proposes to further amend certain relevant definitions, including to clearly define 
the general definition of bona fide hedging for physical commodities under the standards in CEA, section 4a(c). 
Separately, the Commission proposes to delay, for DCMs and SEFs that lack access to sufficient swap position 
information, the requirement to establish and monitor position limits on swaps. 

In response to the comments received, CFTC proposed revisions and additions to the regulations and guidance 
that were proposed in 2013 on speculative position limits. The Commission is proposing new alternative processes 
for designated contract markets (DCMs) and SEFs to recognize certain positions in commodity derivative contracts 
as non-enumerated bona fide hedges or enumerated anticipatory bona fide hedges as well as to exempt, from 
federal position limits, certain spread positions, in each case subject to the Commission review.  

The CFTC Chairman Timothy G. Massad highlights that CFTC has taken a significant step toward finalizing its rules 
on position limits this year. The supplemental rule that has been unanimously proposed would ensure that 
commercial end-users can continue to engage in bona fide hedging efficiently for risk management and price 
discovery. It would permit the exchanges to recognize certain positions as bona fide hedges, subject to CFTC 
oversight. This proposal is a critical piece of the effort to complete the position limits rule this year. Another key 
piece of that effort is the Commission’s 2015 proposal to streamline the process for waiving aggregation 
requirements when one entity does not control another’s trading, even if they are under common ownership. The 
CFTC is also working to review exchange estimates of deliverable supply so that spot month limits may be set 
based on current data. 

Comments Due Date: July 13, 2016 
Effective Date: N/A 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Link: Proposed Rule 
Keywords: DCM, Position Limits, SEF 

Contest on Link 
Identifiers to Legal 
Entity Identifier 

- OFR 

June 09, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Statement 

The OFR and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) took a first step toward solving the 
problem of linking company data across datasets. They launched a series of challenges to attract solutions from 
experts in academia and industry. NIST awarded the University of Maryland a grant to administer the challenge. 
Eight teams participated in the first Financial Entity Identification and Information Integration Challenge. Each 
participating team began the challenge with the same financial entity identifiers from three datasets: 

» Research, Statistics, Supervision, and Discount (RSSD) codes that banks use in filing FFIEC regulatory reports. 

» Central Index Key (CIK) codes that reporting firms use when filing corporate financial statements for the 
Securities and Exchange Commission. 

» LEI codes required by many domestic regulators to buy or sell financial swaps. 

Subject-matter experts at the OFR manually found a representative sample of possible matches of RSSD-LEI codes 
and RSSD-CIK codes. The analysis revealed, for example, that the vast majority of RSSD-identified banks have not 
yet registered for LEI codes. Most were small banks. 

Each team in the challenge was given three assignments. First, match the RSSD identifiers to the LEI codes. 
Second, match the FFIEC entities to the CIK codes. Third, align entities across the three datasets. Teams were free 
to use other databases and information sources if they chose. Overall, the results are quite promising. Contestants 
on average correctly aligned the majority of RSSD-CIK and RSSD-LEI matches. On July 01, 2016, the eight teams 
will share their results at an industry conference for database developers and users in San Francisco. The teams 
also will learn who best matched identifiers. 

Links: Contest to Link Identifiers to LEI, Announcement: Financial Entity Identification and Information Integration Challenge, Results 
Keywords: CIK, LEI, RSSD 

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2016-06-13/pdf/2016-12964.pdf
https://financialresearch.gov/from-the-management-team/2016/06/09/ofr-and-partners-hold-contest-to-link-identifiers/
https://financialresearch.gov/grants/feiii-challenge/
https://wiki.umiacs.umd.edu/clip/datascience/index.php/Main_Page
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Net Stable Funding 
Ratio: Liquidity Risk 
Measurement 
Standards and 
Disclosure 
Requirements  

- U.S. Agencies 

June 01, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: 
Proposed Rule 

The U.S. Agencies—OCC (12 CFR Part 50), FED (12 CFR Part 249, Regulation WW), and FDIC (12 CFR Part 329)— 
published a proposed rule for implementing a stable funding requirement, the NSFR, for large and internationally 
active banking organizations. The proposed NSFR requirement is designed to reduce the likelihood that disruptions 
to a banking organization’s regular sources of funding will compromise its liquidity position. This proposed 
requirement also promotes improvements in the measurement and management of liquidity risk.  

Additionally, the proposed rule would amend certain definitions in the LCR rule that are also applicable to the 
NSFR. The proposed NSFR requirement would apply beginning on January 01, 2018, to BHCs, certain savings and 
loan holding companies (SLHCs), and depository institutions that, in each case, have USD 250 billion or more in 
consolidated assets or USD 10 billion or more in on-balance sheet foreign exposure and to their consolidated 
subsidiaries that are depository institutions with USD 10 billion or more in consolidated assets. However, a 
modified NSFR requirement is being proposed for BHCs and certain SLHCs that, in each case, have USD 50 billion 
or more, but less than USD 250 billion, in consolidated assets and less than USD 10 billion in on-balance sheet 
foreign exposure. Neither the proposed NSFR requirement nor the proposed modified NSFR requirement would 
apply to banking organizations with consolidated assets of less than USD 50 billion and on-balance sheet foreign 
exposure of less than USD 10 billion.  

A BHC or SLHC subject to the proposed NSFR requirement or modified NSFR requirement would be required to 
publicly disclose the company’s NSFR and the components of its NSFR each calendar quarter. 

Comments Due Date: August 05, 2016 
Effective Date: N/A 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Link: Proposed Rule 
Keywords: Basel III, NSFR, LCR  

Adoption of 
Proposal to Revise 
Certain Information 
Collections 
Requiring 
Intermediate 
Holding Companies 
of Foreign Banking 
Organizations to 
File Regulatory 
Reports Applicable 
to Bank Holding 
Companies 

- FED 

June 01, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: Final 
Rule 

The FED is adopting a proposal to revise, without extension, certain mandatory information collections to require 
IHCs of foreign banking organizations (FBOs) to file regulatory reports applicable to BHCs and comply with the 
information collection requirements associated with regulatory capital requirements. The effective date (July 01, 
2016) of these revisions corresponds to the effective date of the requirements under Regulation YY. The Forms 
covered include FR 2314, FR 2314S, FR 4200, FR 4201; FR Y-6, FR Y-9C, FR Y-9LP, FR Y-9ES; FR Y-11, FR Y-11S; FR 
Y-12 and 12A; FR Y-14A, M, and Q; FR Y-15.  

The Board received one joint comment letter on the proposal. The commenters generally supported the proposal 
with the FED’s key responses: 

» With regard to the FR Y–14 series of reports, there was a comment that IHCs should not be required to 
submit industry market size information for previous years. The Board is not adopting this proposed change 
for IHCs. The commenters also noted that the proposal was silent on how the attestation requirement, which 
applies to U.S. BHCs subject to the Large Institution Supervision Coordinating Committee (LISCC) framework, 
would apply to IHC subsidiaries of FBOs subject to the LISCC framework. The Board has not proposed to 
apply the attestation requirement to these IHCs. 

» With regard to the comments on the FR Y–15 report, the Board is permitting all IHCs (including an existing 
BHC designated as an IHC) to file their first FR Y–15 report by December 05, 2016 (65 days after the 
September 30, 2016 as-of date) 

» Given that the FR 4201 and FR 4200 requirements (reporting, recordkeeping, and disclosure requirements 
applicable to the advanced approaches banking organizations and to the market risk rule, respectively) do not 
impose new requirements on these institutions, in addition to the requirements applicable under Regulation 
YY, the Board is adopting these information collection requirements as proposed. 

As applicable, an IHC must begin filing certain regulatory reports beginning with the reporting period ending on 
September 30, 2016 and other reports beginning with the reporting period ending on December 31, 2016. An IHC 
must comply with the information collections associated with the regulatory capital rules beginning on the July 
01, 2016, which is the effective date. 

Comments Due Date: N/A 
Effective Date: July 01, 2016 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Link: Federal Register Notice  
Keywords: IHC, Regulation YY, Regulatory Reporting 

  

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2016-06-01/pdf/2016-11505.pdf
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2016-06-01/pdf/2016-12867.pdf
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Canada 

Key Developments 

Final Guideline on 
International 
Financial Reporting 
Standard 9 on 
Financial 
Instruments and 
Disclosures 

- OSFI 

June 21, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Guideline 

The Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI) issued the final guideline on IFRS 9, Financial 
Instruments and Disclosures. IFRS 9 provides guidance to federally regulated entities on the application of IFRS 9 
and will be effective from annual periods beginning on or after January 01, 2018. 

The Basel Committee had also issued, on December 18, 2015, its regulatory guidance (Guidance on Credit Risk and 
Accounting for ECLs) for banks and their supervisors for implementing the ECL framework of IFRS 9. IFRS 9 is an 
improvement to the previous standard and has led OSFI to consider changes to its own related prudential 
expectations. The proposals contained in the guideline have been tailored to the size, nature, and complexity of 
federally regulated entities. For example, more detailed requirements for the application of the IFRS 9 ECL 
framework are proposed for banks that are systemically important in Canada, based on the Basel Committee’s 
recent guidance. In contrast, the proposals for other deposit-taking institutions are more tailored for the size, 
nature, and complexity of those institutions. 

In addition to the new guidance on ECLs, OSFI proposed the following guidelines be revised or replaced and 
consolidated into a single IFRS 9 Financial Instruments and Disclosures guideline.  

» C-1 Impairment – Sound Credit Risk Assessment and Valuation of Financial Instruments at Amortized Cost 

» C-5 Collective Allowance – Sound Credit Risk Assessment and Valuation Practices for Financial Instruments at 
Amortized Cost 

» D-1, D-1A, D-1B Annual Disclosures 

» D-6 Derivatives Disclosures 

» D-10 Accounting for Financial Instruments Designated as Fair Value Option 

The guideline incorporates several revisions resulting from comments received during the public consultation 
process, which began in March, 2016. The Annex summarizes the material stakeholders comments, explaining how 
these comments have been addressed.  

Links: Notification, Basel Committee Guidance on Accounting for ECLs 
Keywords: Disclosures, ECL, IFRS 9 

http://www.osfi-bsif.gc.ca/Eng/fi-if/rg-ro/gdn-ort/gl-ld/Pages/ifrs9_let.aspx
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d350.pdf
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Staff Report for the 
2016 Article IV 
Consultation 

- IMF 

June 13, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Report 

The IMF published its staff report in the context of the 2016 Article IV consultation with Canada. 

The staff report highlights that the banking system remains sound, but exposure to the oil and gas sector will 
require higher provisions against expected losses. The country’s banking system is dominated by six banks, which 
account for 93% of bank assets. These banks are among the most profitable in the world, averaging 16% return on 
equity. Prudential policies have strengthened banks’ balance sheets and helped ensure system stability. OSFI 
introduced a 3% leverage ratio in 2015 and a 1% capital surcharge for D-SIBs in January 2016. Quebec Authorite 
des Marches Financiers also started applying an equivalent capital surcharge to Desjardins, a large cooperative 
credit union.  

The capital conservation buffer (CCB) will be phased in gradually by 2019. In addition, OSFI required banks to fully 
meet the LCR and plans to introduce the NSFR by 2018. SIFIs are also required to participate in regular 
macroeconomic stress test exercises led by the OSFI and the Bank of Canada to assess resilience of the financial 
system to systemic shocks.  

The report also highlights that important progress has been made in implementing the 2014 FSAP 
recommendations. The new Capital Markets Regulatory Authority, which brings together the federal regulator and 
six provincial regulators to strengthen Canada’s capacity to identify and manage systemic risk on a national basis, 
is a bold step toward enhancing cooperation between federal and provincial regulators. However, concerted 
efforts are needed to address several major recommendations that remain outstanding: 

» The FSAP called for giving clear regulatory mandates to monitor systemic risk to facilitate macro-prudential 
oversight and carry out system-wide crisis preparedness. The Senior Advisory Committee plays these roles on 
a de facto basis. However, the Senior Advisory Committee does not have a mandate for crisis management 
nor are the members given an explicit financial stability mandate for macro-prudential oversight. 

» Furthermore, consistent with Basel Core Principles, legislation should be amended to give OSFI sole decision-
making authority on prudential criteria. 

» Finally, the ability to conduct group-wide supervision is a key component of the Insurance Core principles to 
promote a consolidated view of risks and prevent arbitrage across differently regulated structures in the 
group. Legislation should be amended to give OSFI the authority to take supervisory measures at the level of 
the holding company. 

Link: Staff Report 
Keywords: Article IV Consultation, FSAP, Stress Testing 

 

  

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2016/cr16146.pdf
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Asia Pacific 

China 

Key Developments 

Assessment of Basel III 
Frameworks for Global 
and Domestic 
Systemically 
Important Banks  

- Basel Committee 

June 16, 2016 

Type of Information: Report 

The Basel Committee published a report summarizing the findings of the RCAP Assessment team on the 
domestic adoption of the Basel G-SIB framework in China.  

The regulations implementing the Chinese G-SIB framework were issued in June 2012, through the China 
Banking Regulation Commission (CBRC)’s Capital Rules for Commercial Banks (provisional), and in January, 
2014, through the CBRC’s guidelines on the disclosure of the G-SIB Assessment indicators for commercial 
banks. Four G-SIBs are based in China: Agricultural Bank of China, Bank of China, China Construction Bank, 
and Industrial and Commercial Bank of China Limited. 

The G-SIB framework in China has been assessed as Compliant with the Basel G-SIB framework. This is the 
highest overall grade. Higher loss absorbency and disclosure requirements, the two subcomponents of the G-
SIB framework, have been assessed as Largely Compliant and Compliant, respectively. 

Some aspects of the G-SIB framework in China are more conservative than those of the Basel framework. 
These include higher minimum capital requirements and stricter capital conservation standards. These aspects 
have not been taken into account for the final assessment of compliance, as per the agreed assessment 
methodology.  

As of April 01, 2016, China had not implemented a D-SIB framework. The CBRC is collaborating with the 
People’s Bank of China on formulating guidance on the D-SIB assessment and capital surcharge. 

Link: Report 
Keywords: D-SIB, G-SIB, RCAP 

Hong Kong 

Key Developments 

Supervisory Policy 
Manual on Credit Risk 
Transfer Activities 

- HKMA 

June 30, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Guideline 

The Hong Kong Monetary Authority, HKMA’s new module incorporates the latest international standards and 
practices in the risk management of credit risk transfer (CRT) activities. It updates and replaces the existing 
SPM module CR-G-12 “Credit Derivatives” and Guideline No. 4.6 “Supervisory treatment on asset 
securitization and mortgage backed securities,” some of the contents of which have become obsolete.  

For example, the standards contained in the two documents on capital requirements for credit derivatives and 
securitization have been superseded by the ongoing capital reform initiatives of the Basel Committee on 
Banking Supervision. On the other hand, existing guidelines which remain valid have been retained in the new 
module. The key sections of the new module: 

» Set out the key elements of effective management of CRT activities and provide guidance on specific risk 
management topics, including reputation risk associated with implicit support, the responsibilities of 
authorized institutions as originators/service providers, and the use of special purpose entities for CRT 
purposes; 

» Outline the HKMA’s supervisory approach to CRT activities, based on the “proportionality principle” 
where an authorized institution’s compliance with the standards and sound practices set out in the 
module will be assessed having regard to the size, nature and complexity of the authorized institution’s 
CRT activities; and 

» Specify that, irrespective of any principle of proportionality, all authorized institutions should, unless 
otherwise agreed with the HKMA, refrain from investing in, or incurring an exposure to, a securitisation 
transaction (other than that originated or guaranteed by a domestic public sector entity listed in the 
Banking (Capital) Rules the originator of which has not disclosed its compliance with applicable risk 
retention requirements imposed by relevant authorities. 

Links: Notification (hkma.gov.hk/media/eng/doc/key-information/guidelines-and-circular/2016/20160630e1.pdf) 
Keywords: CRT, SPM, Securitization 

http://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d373.pdf
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Supervisory Policy 
Manual: Consultation 
on Revised Module 
LM-1 on Regulatory 
Framework for 
Supervision of 
Liquidity Risk 

- HKMA 

June 02, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: 
Proposed Rule 

The HKMA has further revised the Supervisory Policy Manual (SPM) module LM-1 as attached in Annex 1, 
taking into account the comments received from the industry on the consultation of March 17, 2016. The 
specific responses to the Associations’ comments are provided in Annex 2. HKMA will now proceed to finalize 
the revised module.  

Comments Due Date: June 17, 2016 
Effective Date: N/A 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Links: Notification (hkma.gov.hk/eng/key-functions/banking-stability/basel-3/consultation_on_spm_lm-1_v2.shtml), SPM 
(hkma.gov.hk/media/eng/doc/key-functions/banking-stability/basel-3/LM1_V2.pdf), HKMA’s Response to HKAB’s Comment 
(hkma.gov.hk/media/eng/doc/key-functions/banking-stability/basel-3/HKMA_response_to_HKAB_SPM_LM-1_Annex_2.pdf), 
HKMA’s Response to DTCA’s Comments (hkma.gov.hk/media/eng/doc/key-functions/banking-stability/basel-
3/HKMA_response_to_DTCA_SPM_LM-1_Annex_2.pdf) 
Keywords: Liquidity Risk, LM-1  

Supervisory Policy 
Manual: Consultation 
on revised module LM-
2 on Sound Systems 
and Controls for 
Liquidity Risk 
Management 

- HKMA 

June 01, 2016 

Type of Information: 
Regulation 

Regulatory Status: 
Proposed Rule 

The HKMA launched a consultation on revised module LM-2 on Sound Systems and Controls for Liquidity Risk 
Management. The structure of the SPM module LM-2 remains largely the same and most of the proposed 
changes are consequential to the proposed revision of the SPM module LM-1 “Regulatory Framework for 
Supervision of Liquidity Risk,” upon which HKMA has recently consulted the Associations. The opportunity has 
also been taken to streamline or clarify some of the existing provisions. For instance:  

» Certain modifications have been made in sections 2 and 3 to enable authorized institutions to have a 
greater degree of flexibility to determine their liquidity risk governance and management systems and 
select appropriate risk monitoring tools and forewarning indicators that are commensurate with their 
individual circumstances. 

» In light of experience, some similar or related provisions have been combined and made more concise, 
particularly those in sections 4 to 7. 

» Provisions in section 8 regarding the requirement to maintain a liquidity cushion have been modified, to 
reflect the requirement in LM-1 for an authorized institution to set internal target for LCR or Liquidity 
Maintenance Ratio and to avoid possible confusion regarding the concepts of liquid assets to be 
maintained as liquidity cushion and “HQLA” as defined for LCR purposes.  

» Section 13 on public disclosure has been removed, as corresponding requirements are to be covered by 
LM-1. 

Comments Due Date: June 30, 2016 
Effective Date: N/A 
First Reporting Date: N/A 
 
Links: Notification: Consultation on Revised Module LM-2 (hkma.gov.hk/eng/key-functions/banking-stability/basel-
3/consultation_on_revised_lm-2.shtml), Notification: Consultation on Revised Module LM-1 (hkma.gov.hk/eng/key-
functions/banking-stability/basel-3/consultation_on_spm_lm-1.shtml) 
Keywords: Liquidity Risk, LM-1, LM-2 
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Japan 

Key Developments 

Assessment of Basel III 
Frameworks for Global 
and Domestic 
Systemically 
Important Banks  

- Basel Committee 

June 16, 2016 

Type of Information: Report 

 The Basel Committee published a report summarizing the findings of the RCAP Assessment team on the 
domestic adoption of the Basel G-SIB framework in Japan. The report also presents a review of the Japanese D-
SIB framework. Unlike the G-SIB assessment, this review was not graded, consistent with the high-level, 
principles-based nature of the Committee’s D-SIB framework. 

The Japanese G-SIB framework came into force on March 31, 2016 through an amendment to the Financial 
Services Agency capital adequacy rules. Banks have been required to report and disclose information for the G-
SIB identification methodology since March 2014. The three G-SIBs based in Japan are Mitsubishi UFJ FG, 
Mizuho FG, and Sumitomo Mitsui FG. The G-SIB framework in Japan has been assessed as Compliant with the 
Basel G-SIB framework. This is the highest overall grade. Higher loss absorbency and disclosure requirements, 
the both subcomponents of the G-SIB framework, have also been assessed as Compliant. 

The assessment identified two issues on which further guidance is sought from the Basel Committee. The 
assessment team considers that the Committee should clarify the timing and the reference metrics for the 
capital conservation standards that apply when a bank falls into its combined buffer. Also, the Committee 
should provide guidance to national supervisors on the inclusion or exclusion of non-internationally active 
banks in the G-SIB reporting and disclosure requirements and the Committee’s G-SIB identification 
methodology. 

The assessment team’s review of the Japanese D-SIB framework found it to be broadly aligned with the Basel 
Committee’s D-SIB principles. The framework was finalized in 2015 and uses the G-SIB methodology, 
supplemented by country-specific factors, to identify D-SIBs. The corresponding higher loss absorbency 
requirements are being phased in from 2016. 

Link: Report 
Keywords: D-SIB, G-SIB, RCAP 
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Thailand 

Key Developments 

Staff Report and 
Selected Issues Report 
for the 2016 Article IV 
Consultation 

- IMF 

June 07, 2016 

Type of Information: Report 

The IMF published its staff report and selected issues report in the context of the 2016 Article IV consultation 
with Thailand. 

The staff report highlights that commercial banks seem well-positioned to face the turning of the credit cycle, 
but specialized financial institutions and credit cooperatives are more exposed to strained credit segments. 
Among commercial banks, foreign exchange liabilities are contained and risks of currency mismatches are 
relatively low. Buffers are also strong on average, with high capital, liquidity, and profitability ratios, 
notwithstanding an uptick in non-performing loans (NPLs) and leverage ratios from a low base.  

On specialized financial institutions, staff welcomed the recently completed onsite inspections by the Bank of 
Thailand, which revealed relatively strong capital adequacy and provisioning (except for two smaller 
institutions). Average NPLs for these institutions were found to be higher than those for commercial banks at 
5.9% and as high as 9.2% for corporate loans. Staff recognized efforts by specialized financial institutions and 
credit cooperatives to extend loan maturities for households under pressure and prevent a buildup in NPLs, 
but cautioned against “evergreening” of loans. Staff also emphasized the importance of closely monitoring 
payment delinquency and implementing complete stress tests to assess any need for higher buffers. 

Among the key staff recommendations to develop the financial stability framework are: 

» Strengthening supervision and oversight, including by completing the transfer of specialized financial 
institutions to the prudential supervision of the Bank of Thailand and fostering effective coordination 
between the Bank of Thailand and other regulators. 

» Upgrading the macro-prudential policy framework. There is considerable scope to deepen systemic risk 
analysis. Priorities include tracking the strength of the credit cycle, leverage ratios and unhedged 
exposures in specific sectors, and systemic risks from interconnectivity. The macro-prudential toolkit can 
be expanded to include counter-cyclical prudential requirements, special weights on riskier loans, and 
capital surcharges for systemic institutions. The recently established Financial Stability Unit in the Bank 
of Thailand is a stepping stone to a stronger institutional setup and should be followed by pending legal 
and administrative changes. 

Links: Staff Report, Selected Issues Report  
Keywords: Article IV Consultation, Macro-Prudential Policy, Stress Testing  
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AnaCredit Analytical Credit Dataset 
ASU Accounting Standards Update 
AT1 Additional Tier 1 
AT2 Additional Tier 2 
BIS Bank for International Settlements 
BOE Bank of England 
BRRD Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive  
CBRC China Banking Regulatory Commission 
CCAR Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review 
CDR Commission Delegated Regulation 
CECL Current Expected Credit Loss 
CESR Committee of European Securities Regulators 
CFTC Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
CIK Central Index Key 
CIR Commission Implementing Regulation 
CMU Capital Markets Union 
CNAV Constant Net Asset Value 
CPMI Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures 
CRD IV EU Capital Requirements Directive IV 
CRR Capital Requirements Regulation EU 
CRT Credit Risk Transfer 
CSDR Central Securities Depositories Regulation 
DCM Designated Contract Market 
DFAST Dodd-Frank Act Stress Test 
DGS Deposit Guarantee Scheme 
DLT Distributed Ledger Technology 
D-SIB Domestic Systemically Important Banks 
EBA European Banking Authority 
EC European Commission  
ECB European Central Bank 
ECON Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
ECL Expected Credit Loss 
EDIS European Deposit Insurance Scheme 
ELTIF European Long-Term Investment Fund 
EMIR European Market Infrastructure Regulation 
ESAs European Supervisory Authorities 
ESMA European Securities and Markets Authority 
ESRB European Systemic Risk Board 
EU European Union 
FASB Financial Accounting Standards Board 
FCA Financial Conduct Authority 
FDIC Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
FED Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 
FFIEC Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council 
FMI Financial Markets Infrastructure 
FINMA Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority 
FICOD Financial Conglomerate Directive 
FSAP Financial Sector Assessment Program 
FSB Financial Stability Board 
FSOC Financial Stability Oversight Council 

FSSA Financial System Stability Assessment 
G-SIB Global Systemically Important Bank 
HKMA Hong Kong Monetary Authority 
IBRN International Banking Research Network 
ICAAP Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process 
IFRS International Financial Reporting Standards 
IFX Islamic Foreign Exchange 
IHC Intermediate Holding Company 
IIFM International Islamic Financial Market 
IMF International Monetary Fund 
IJCB International Journal of Central Banking 
IOSCO International Organization of Securities Commissions 
IRR Interest Rate Risk 
ISDA International Swaps and Derivatives Association 
ISO International Organization for Standardization 
ITS Implementing Technical Standards 
KID Key Information Document 
LCR Liquidity Coverage Ratio 
LEI Legal Entity Identifier 
MAR Market Abuse Regulation 
MCD Mortgage Credit Directive 
MiFID Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II 
MiFIR Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation 
MMF Money Market Fund 
NCUA National Credit Union Administration 
NPE Non-Performing Exposure 
NSFR Net Stable Funding Ratio 
OCC Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 
OFR Office of Financial Research 
OSFI Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions 
PRA Prudential Regulation Authority 
PRIIP Packaged Retail and Insurance-based Investment 

Product 
Q&A Questions and Answers 
RAF Risk Appetite Frameworks 
RCAP Regulatory Consistency Assessment Program 
REFIT Regulatory Fitness and Performance Programme 
RSSD Research, Statistics, Supervision, and Discount 
RTS Regulatory Technical Standards 
SBS Security-Based Swap 
SEC U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
SEF Swap Execution Facility 
SFT Securities Financing Transaction 
SPM Supervisory Policy Manual 
SREP Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process 
SSM EU Single Supervisory Mechanism 
STS Simple, Transparent and Standardized 
VNAV Variable Net Asset Value 
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